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 Translation &Publication Grant Programme
of  the I.R.Iran
Introduction
 Intended to promote Persian culture and literature in the
 world and to strengthen the presence of Iranian books
 on world markets, the Ministry of Culture and Islamic
 Guidance grants foreign publishers the subsidy for the
translation and publication of Persian books.

Objectives:
 1) Introduce Persian literature and culture in other
countries

  2) Facilitate cultural diplomacy and international links
 through literary and cultural relations
 3) Prepare a situation for private publishers, writers,
 translators, literary agencies and cultural centers interact
and cooperate with their Iranian counterparts

Priorities:
 This grant could be allocated to the translation and
 publication of all Iranian books with ISBN numbers
 published by the Ministry of Culture on any theme and
subject; however, priority is given to the following subjects:
 1) Contemporary literature (fiction or non-fiction)
  2) Art
 3) Islamic / Iranian studies
4) Books on subjects for children and young adults

Who can apply:
  All publishers located outside Iran can apply for and
receive the grant in accordance with the required criteria.

The grant is awarded for:
 The costs of translation and publication (total or partial) of
Persian books in the target country.

Contact information
E-mail address: bookgrant@farhang.gov.ir
Website: www.bookgrant.ir
Tel-fax: 00982188318655
 Mailing address: No.7, Fajr Binası, Fajr St., Ghaem Magham
Ave., Tahran, Iran
Postal code:1589746511

The amount of the subsidy
 • For books for children and young adults (mostly illustrated):
 up to 1000 Euro for each title
• As for books for adults: up to 3000Euro for each title

 Evaluation criterion:
 • The quality of the translation into a foreign language;
including precision, fluidity, cohesion, consistency, etc.

  • The publisher's plan and the possibility of distributing the
book in the target country.

  • The deadline for accomplishing the task (maximum 2
years).

Allocation procedure:
 1) The total funds will be paid after the publication procedure
 has been finalized and the printed copy of the book has been
submitted to the secretariat.

How to submit requests:
 1) Send the request in printed or electronic form (available at:
 www.bookgrant.ir)
 2) Send the full CV of the publisher, with the accompanying
 documents attached.
 3) Send the legal copyright contract with the Iranian
publisher or the right holder

  4) Provide a copy of the Persian book which will be
translated and published.

 Note: All the documents mentioned above could be
 sent by email. With regard to the contract and the
 Persian book, the original paper copies must be
delivered to the secretariat either in hand or by mail.
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International book fairs are the most important scene for the presence of books and publishing agents in the world. 
International book fairs are held every year in more than 20 

countries, and some of them are important due to their large size 
and number of participants.
For example, the Frankfurt International Book Fair, held annually 
in October, is attended by almost all countries with the publishing 
industry. In this huge gathering of publishing agents, various 
other cultural programs take place that plays an important role in 
raising the level of awareness of publishers, authors, and book 
lovers about the details and news of international publishing.
The serious presence of Iranian publishers in the Frankfurt Book 
Fair does not go far back in history. Since the late 1990s, the 
Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance has tried to create 
grounds and platforms to facilitate the presence of Iranian 
publishers in international book fairs.
Since then, Iran’s publishing industry has had a continuous 
and result-oriented presence at the Frankfurt Fair. Every year, 
more than 50 publishers and literary agencies participate in this 
important event and expand cooperation with publishers and 
literary agencies of various countries, negotiate with foreign 
parties especially in the area of copyright exchanges.
 
In every round of Iranian publishing presence in Frankfurt Fair, 
more than a thousand Iranian books are displayed and introduced 
to foreign audiences. In addition to presenting Iranian books in 
this exhibition, various activities and programs such as literary 
meetings, unveiling newly published works, etc. take place at the 
location of the Iran booth in the fair.
To have a successful and result-oriented presence in 
the Frankfurt fair, Iranian participants try to achieve their 
predetermined goals through supplying brochures and catalogs 
to introduce the works, arranging appointments, conducting 
talks and negotiations with foreign parties, getting acquainted 
with contracts and documents of mutual cooperation, getting 
acquainted with publishing markets in various countries and 
establishing relations with literary agencies and international 

publishers of various countries.
Iranian publishers and literary agencies have so far been able to 
purchase copyrights for hundreds of foreign books for translation 
and publication in Iran from foreign publishers. Also, every year 
the copyrights of dozens of Iranian books are purchased in this 
fair from Iranian publishers and literary agencies by overseas 
publishers to be translated and published in various countries.
Iran Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance provides support 
and facilities to help Iranian publishers and literary agencies for 
a successful presence at Frankfurt Fair. In recent years, Iran 
Book and Literature House Institute (affiliated with the Ministry 
of Culture and Islamic Guidance) has set up an aggregate booth 
entitled Iran Book Booth to bring together publishers and literary 
agencies in a suitable atmosphere, and this has encouraged 
many publishers from Iran to attend the exhibition and present 
their works.

Supporting the translation of Iranian works into foreign languages 
in the framework of two support programs (Grant), supporting 
the presence of private publishers and writers and translators in 
international book fairs and other international publishing events, 
and the support to hold specialized Iranian book fairs in other 
countries, are some of the measures taken by Iran Ministry of 
Culture and Islamic Guidance to enhance the country’s publishing 
at the international level.
Foreign publishers and Iranian publishers are now aware that the 
lack of membership of Iran’s government in the Berne copyright 
convention does not create much of a problem in copyright 
exchanges between the parties. Because despite this issue, the 
copyrights of dozens of books are exchanged between Iranian 
and foreign publishers every year.
This year too, despite the problems caused by the coronavirus 
pandemic and the restrictions announced by the organizers of the 
Frankfurt Book Fair, more than 50 Iranian publishers and literary 
agencies will participate in the virtual version of the fair, and more 
than 10 publishers and Iranian agencies will be present in the 
physical version of the fair. 
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The book titled 
'Remember' was 
translated into Arabic
 
 A book titled "Remember", written by Rasool Molahosseini 
has been translated to Arabic and published in Iraq.

The Persian version of this book was published in Iran 
by Shahid Kazemi Pubs.
The book "Remember" is the life story of Martyr Hamid 
Siahkali Mordai, which has been translated to Arabic 
and published in Iraq.
The book, with 362 pages, has been written based 
on the narration by the widow of Martyr Moradi with an 
attractive cover that reflects the affection and love story 
of a different nature.   

Publication of a book by 
Seyyed Mehdi Shojai in 
Turkey
 
Mevsimler Publications in Turkey has published the Istanbul 
Turkish translation of the book Behind the Window by Seyyed 
Mehdi Shojai and distributed it in Turkey. This book is suitable for 
the childhood age group.

The story of the book Behind the Window is realistic fiction 
that portrays the most important and serious problems and 
needs of today’s children. A story that in a non-fantasy 
atmosphere, strives to state the problem in a realistic way 
and a very simple language, and 
it also offers a solution for it in the 
end.
In this book, Shojai has followed 
a certain storytelling style for 
the child audience in a non-
religious atmosphere based on the 
hypotheses of child psychology 
which have made his book unique. 
His vivid and detailed imagery in 
this book, which is accompanied 
by acclaimed elaboration, and 
the calculated use of color in the 
creation of such illustrations, have 
added to the book’s appeal.

“Uncle Qassem” published in French
 
Iranian writer Mohammad-Ali Jaberi’s book “Uncle Qassem”, which reflects Lieutenant-General 
Qassem Soleimani’s regard for children, has been published in French.

“L’Oncle Qassem” has been published by El Faro, an international publishing house in 
Caracas, Venezuela that released a Spanish translation “Mi tio Soleimani” by Martha 
Golzar.
Alireza Sharifian is the translator of the French version of the book, which was originally 
published by Ketabak in Tehran with illustrations by Mikail Barati.
The book contains 20 stories, which provide a truly deep insight into the character of 
General Soleimani and enjoin children to think of the personality as a role model.
The book has been published in Azerbaijan, Russia, Turkey, Georgia, Pakistan, Iraq and 
Syria, and will be published in France and Afghanistan in the near future.
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Turkish publisher buys 
copyrights of two Iranian 
Sacred Defense books
  
Onsuz Publishing House in Turkey has bought the copyrights of two 
Iranian  Sacred Defense  books ‘The Secret of the Red Gem’ and ‘Neither 
Waterborne Nor  Earthbound’ to publish them in that country. 

The deal was based on an agreement signed between Sureh Mehr Publishing in Tehran which has released both books, 
and Onsuz Publishing mediated by the Istanbul bureau of POL Literature and Translation Agency from Iran.
‘Neither Waterborne Nor Earthbound’ is the diaries of the Iranian martyr Sa’eed Moradi who wrote them within 6-years in a 
notebook found later on the battlefield.
He had willed the notebook to be sent to one of the three addresses he had already mentioned. Then, the diaries were 
compiled by Ali Mo’azeni into a book.
‘The Secret of the Red Gem’ is the biography   of the martyred Iranian General and engineer Mahmoud Shahbazi according 
to his family and co-warriors which portrays a period of the Sacred Defense from the early days to the liberation of 
Khorramshahr city in the Operation Beit ol-Moqaddas on May 24, 1982.

Concluding a contract for translating 
and publishing the book Let’s Listen to 
Aref the Storyteller in Arabic in Egypt
 
According to the public relations dept. of Pol Literary & Translation Agency, the contract for 
translating and publishing the book Let’s Listen to Aref the Storyteller (selected stories of 
Masnavi by Rumi) in Egypt was concluded between Bang Ney Publications and Pol Literary & 
Translation Agency from Iran and Ibn Rushd Publications from Egypt.

The book Let’s Listen to Aref the Storyteller by Nahid Abqari, an Iranian Rumi 
researcher, has been published in two volumes by Bang Ney Publications. In 
this book, Rumi’s stories are narrated in a simple and contemporary language 
in the form of short stories along with the explanation of key terms and words. In 
this work, an attempt has been made to include the principles and foundations of 
theoretical mysticism alongside the principles of romantic mysticism and to find a 
rational and completely logical answer 
to some of the miracles of the prophets 
and outstanding deeds of the saints 
mentioned in the stories of Masnavi, with 
an eye on the principles of theoretical 
mysticism.
Ibn Rushd Publications is one of the 
most reputable publishers in Egypt and 
other Arab countries and works in the 
field of fiction and non-fiction literature.

The book The 
Dawn of Islam 
was published 
in Italian
 
The book The Dawn of Islam by 
Abdolhossein Zarrinkoob was published 
by Il Cerchio Publications in Italy.

This book was translated from 
Persian into Italian by Somayeh 
Ovishawi (Siddiqi) and published in 
160 pages with the Italian title L’alba 
dell’Islam.
The publisher of this book, Il Cerchio 
Publications, is a reputable Italian 
publishing house in the field of 
publishing philosophical and religious 
books. It has already translated and 
published other Iranian books in Italy.
The book The Dawn of Islam is a 
credible and best-selling book in the 
field of Islamic studies that has been 
reprinted several times. The Persian 
version of this book was first published 
by Amirkabir Publications in Iran.
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The Serbian translation of the book The Dead of the 
Green Garden was published
 
The book The Dead of the Green Garden by Mohammad Reza Bayrami was translated into Serbian and went into publication in 312 pages. 
The book is translated by Alexander Dragovich and published by Službeni Glasnik Publications with a circulation of one thousand volumes. 
The book will be unveiled and made available to interested readers at the 65th round of the Belgrade International Book Fair (October 24 - 
31).

The Dead of the Green Garden is a socio-historical novel that has won the Eurasia Prize at the Moscow International Fair. 
This story is about the encounter of three generations of a family (grandchild, father, and grandfather) whose fate dates 
back to many years ago in the historical context of the events related to Iran’s Azerbaijan right after the First World War. 
The main characters of the story are each somehow related 
to the democratic party. The novel advances in pace with the 
events after the defeat of the party and its disintegration in 
Iran. The novel tells the story of a journalist named Balash, 
who was first a peddler in Tabriz Bazaar and also composed 
poetry. He stumbles upon a famous poet and finds his 
way to the radio station and also works as a journalist in a 
newspaper. This novel narrates the events of the autonomy 
of Azerbaijan.
It is worth mentioning that this book has also been published 
in Azeri Turkish in the country of Azerbaijan by Qanun 
Publications. For more information on this book and other 
works by Mohammad Reza Bayrami and to purchase their 
copyright in other languages, please contact Pol Literary & 
Translation Agency in Iran:
Contact person: Dr. Majid
polliteraryagency@gmail.com

'Iran, Islamic Art' 
book published in Italy
 
A book titled "Iran, Islamic Art" has 
been published in Italy.

This book with 221 pages depicts 
and elaborates on rich Iranian art and culture with Islamic flavor at 
different Islamic eras. 
The content of the book covers numerous elements of Iranian- 
Islamic arts including flowers, bricks, turquoise, architecture, Islamic 
decorations, architectural decorations, mud, water, fire, and ceramic.
Timeless shapes: miniature, wool flowers, Iranian carpet, land of 
Persia, Baroque and Neo- classism, a look from the past to future 
are some of the other topics explored in the "Iran, Islamic Art" book, 
recently published in Italy.
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The Istanbul Turkish translation of Our Story was the 
Talk of the Town was published
 

The Istanbul Turkish translation of the 10-volume collection Our Story Became a Proverb, written by Mohammad Mirkiani and translated by 
Ahmad Adiguzel, was published by Mahna Publications in Turkey and presented to the Turkish book market.

The book collection Our Story Became a Proverb, written 
by Mohammad Mirkiani and illustrated by Mohammad 
Hossein Salavatian, was first published in 2005 by Behnashr 
Publications. This collection has tapped into sources such as 
Masnavi Manavi, Golestan, and Bustan by Saadi, Kelileh and 
Demneh, Marzbannameh, Asrarnameh, Elahinameh, and Amsal 
-o- Hekam (proverbs and wisdom verses).
Some titles in this collection of stories include:
To Be the Thin End of the Wedge, A Beggar Can Never Be 
Bankrupt, and Honey is Sweet but the Bee Stings, Cast Thy 
Bread Upon the Waters, for Thou Shalt Find It After Many Days, 
The Seven Labors of Rostam, Medival Times, He Had His Tail 
Between His Legs, Customer's Resentment, Brown-Nosing. 

The German translation of the 
book The History of Islam was 
published in Germany
   
The book The History of Islam by Dr. Montazer al-Qaem, professor of the history of 
Islamic studies, was translated into German by the Foundation for Islamic Studies in 
Berlin and published by the publishing company Tradsion in Germany. The book was 
translated into German by Dr. Mirkmal al-din Kazazi in 396 pages.

The Persian version of this book has been published in Iran by Samt 
Publications. The book strives to clear up the obscure angles of current events 
by shedding light on the past and make them comprehensible and if possible, 
offer new solutions.
For fourteen centuries, Islam has shaped the destiny of many parts of the 
world and for nearly forty years, it has become an active actor in the world’s 
political scene based on a controversial scenario and presentation.
It is worth mentioning that the copyright and translation rights of this book are available for sale in all languages except 
German. Please contact Pol Literary & Translation Agency in Iran for more information.
Contact person: Dr. Majid
polliteraryagency@gmail.com
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Atra and accursed necklace in Jinns' land will 
be published in Macedonia
 

Copyright Agreement for the translation and publication of the book Atra and accursed necklace in Jinns' land was launched between Ana 
Pol Publishing (Pol Literary Agency Publishing Department) and Pubs. Prozart Media Pubs. In Macedonia.

This book involves a novel is based on the author’s imagination and living environment in a historical city and relates to 
several historical periods and the capital of ancient Iran, and is not about any supernatural things or other creatures.
Very few humans have met these unknown and amazing creatures, and there are images of these ethereal creatures in 
ancient paintings and inscriptions. Despite the references by God in the scriptures, as well as the testimony of some human 
beings in various eras who could see them with their eyes, the details of their lives are not mentioned anywhere and they 
may live more advanced than humans on other celestial planets. For this reason, they have remained unknown to us 
humans and maybe they are the same beings that we humans call extraterrestrials. However, God is more knowledgeable 
and knows better.

The book A Calm 
Romance was published 
in Oman

The book A Calm Romance by 
the late Iranian writer, Nader 
Ebrahimi, was translated into 
Arabic by a Moroccan translator, 
Dr. Ahmad Musa, and published by 
Nasr Lelnashr Altarjuma Alarabia 
Publications in Muscat, Oman.

A Calm Romance has been reprinted nearly 60 times 
in Iran. It is the story of love between two revolutionary 
characters, a Gilani militant and political activist man and 
a beautiful Azeri girl named Asal that takes place in a 
political setting.
Ahmad Musa is a Moroccan translator and a professor 
of Persian language and literature at Morocco’s Chouaib 
Doukkali University. He has translated many works 
of Persian language and literature into Arabic and 
published them in Arabic-speaking countries, some of 
these works are as follows:
Her Eyes by Bozorg Alavi, Abshoran by Ali Ashraf 
Darvishian, Heavens by Bahram Sadeghi, Symphony of 
the Dead by Abbas Maroufi, Anthology of Modern and 
Short Iranian Stories, and My Bird by Fariba Vafi 
For more information on other works by Nader Ebrahimi, 
please visit https://www.roozbahan.com/home.

Two Iranian book titles 
were published in the 
country Azerbaijan
  
The books When the Mahtab Got Lost and Water Never Dies 
by Hamid Hessam were translated and published in the Azeri 
language.

The book When the Moonlight Got Lost is a novel about 
an Iranian commander in the Iran-Iraq war, which was 
recently translated and published by Ebrat Publications 
in Azerbaijan. This book is one of the best-selling 
books published by Surah Mehr in Iran and has been 
reprinted more than 40 times so far.
Another book translated and published by Ebrat 
Publications in Azerbaijan is entitled Water Never 
Dies. It is the memoirs of Iranian veteran commanders 
published by Sarir Publications in Iran and has been 
reprinted 38 times so far. This book was already 
translated and published in Japanese in Japan.
Copyright of these two book titles 
is available for translation and 
publication in other languages. 
Please contact Pol Literary Agency 
for more information about these 
two books and other works by this 
author (Hamid Hessam).
Contact person: Dr. Majid
polliteraryagency@gmail.com
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Kiss the Loving Face of God
 
It is the most successful and popular fiction written by Mostafa Mastoor, which has been reprinted 90 
times by 2019 and ·has sold over 250,000 copies. Kiss the Loving Face of God is a short, engaging, 
and compelling novel that can be read in one sitting but is full of existentialist questions about the 
meaning of life and the meaning of the world. To critics, this novel is one of Mastoor's most successful 
works. Several Iranian filmmakers have suggested the author an adaptation of the book. So far, 
Kiss the Loving Face of God has been translated and published in Turkish, Indonesian, Russian, 
Bosnian, Arabic, Bengali, and Azerbaijani languages. Does God really exist? If so, what are his 
characteristics? What effect does his existence (or nonexistence!) have on our today lives? Can his 
existence be affirmed or denied? These are just some of the questions arisen in the Kiss the Loving 
Face of God in the form of a twisted story. Younes, a former religious sociology doctoral student who 
seeks to discover the sociological causes of the suicide of a successful modern physics professor, is 
involved with the grueling question of whether or not God exists. On the verge of marrying a religious 

girl named Sayeh, he frightens his fiancee by his doubts about God and puts their marriage on the brink of collapse.

The lnnoSence
 
The lnnoSence is the most recent novel of Mostafa Mastoor, which all its 4,000 copies of its first 
print sold in five days. The novel was soon reprinted three times and sold over 8,000 copies so far. 
The novel is told by a young and talented radio playwriter named Maziar. Maziar, who had to quit 
school and work in a carwash due to family problems, is unable to spell words correctly because of 
a mental disorder. Therefore, the novel is full of misspellings and even the Persian title of the book 
is misspelled. It is as if the author wants to deny the accepted definitions of the words by misspelling 
them. The lnnoSence is the story of the relationship between four young men and women in today's 
Tehran urban life. Howbeit, because the narrator has to write a play about an anonymous fictional Sufi 
who lived in Neyshabur - a city in northeastern Iran - seven hundred years ago, the adventures of 
the novel are tied to the Sufi's life.

Mostafa Mastoor
(1964-Ahvaz)

Biography:
Mastoor is a modern novelist, whose story situations, subjects and story 
characters have no normal speech, deeds and behavior. His characters 
are concerned about things beyond eating, drinking, sleeping, and 
marriage. He is narrating sophisticated unconventional stories. 
Mastoor is a writer, translator and literally researcher. He has translated 
the stories of American short story writer and poet Raymond Carver into 
Persian. 
His books have been published in Turkish, Russian, Indonesian, Bosnian, 
Arabic, Bengali and Azerbaijani .

Introducing Some Works:
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The lnnoSence is the most recent novel of Mostafa Mastoor, which all its 4,000 copies of its first 
print sold in five days. The novel was soon reprinted three times and sold over 8,000 copies so far. 
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Tehran urban life. Howbeit, because the narrator has to write a play about an anonymous fictional Sufi 
who lived in Neyshabur - a city in northeastern Iran - seven hundred years ago, the adventures of 
the novel are tied to the Sufi's life.

Mostafa Mastoor
(1964-Ahvaz)

Biography:
Mastoor is a modern novelist, whose story situations, subjects and story 
characters have no normal speech, deeds and behavior. His characters 
are concerned about things beyond eating, drinking, sleeping, and 
marriage. He is narrating sophisticated unconventional stories. 
Mastoor is a writer, translator and literally researcher. He has translated 
the stories of American short story writer and poet Raymond Carver into 
Persian. 
His books have been published in Turkish, Russian, Indonesian, Bosnian, 
Arabic, Bengali and Azerbaijani .
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Walking on the Moon & Running in the Dark Minefield
 
In addition to the short story and the novel, Mastoor has also published two short plays: Walking on the 
Moon (2018), is a story of four simple but painful situations that take place on four tables in a cafe and 
reflect the complex conditions of today's Iranian society.

The Love and Other Things
 
The Love and Other Things is a story of the tendencies and efforts of today's generation of Iranian 
society to achieve peace and happiness. This novel raises some important questions: Can love alone 
save us from the suffering of life? Or do we need something else to reach happiness? Is love itself a 
barrier to happiness? The book was released in February 2018 and formed one of the longest buyers 
queues at the bookstore. The Love and Other Things has been reprinted 13 times, sold more than 
20,000 copies, and translated into Italian. The story has three main characters. Hani, an Ahwazi 
student, prefers to stay in Tehran after graduating from Tehran University because he thinks there are 
always three important reasons to live in Tehran: good money, great foods and beautiful girls. Hani that 
lives in the basement of a house with two other young men falls in love with a girl named Sayeh. In 
addition to Hani, the novel also addresses the life of his two other roommates: Karim Joojoo, who is very 
serious about business and money, and a mysterious boy named Murad Serme, who talks to cats and 
has deep mystical tendencies.

Pig’s Bone and Leper’s Hands
 
Pig’s Bone and Leper’s Hands is one of the most important works of contemporary Iranian literature that 
has been translated into several languages. This short novel, which is considered as the most cinematic 
work of the author, narrates a multitude of characters and stories. The book has a philosophical overview 
of fundamental and important issues such as justice, love, sickness, human suffering, life, and death. 
The author cleverly hides these issues behind words and stories so that the novel can affect the audience 
without any complexity. 

Awards:

-Selected as the best novelist in the years 
2010 and 2011 by Golden Pen Festival 

- Appreciation in the first Sadegh Hedayat 
storytelling Competition 

-Winner of the third prize in the short 
story competition of the Journal of Fiction 
Literature

For more information about Mastoors' books,please contact:
Mrs. Asma (polliterarryagency2005@gmail.com)

 Mostafa Mastoor is a great writer that has achieved some success in the 
contemporary literature and his works are indicated the common concepts of human 
life such as suffering, love, fear, treachery, etc. 
He uses common story language and skillful representation of character change, 
turning inward on oneself and a change into meaningful and spirited human origins, 
in the time of unbelievable things, denial, doubt, solitude and defenselessness 
succeeded in creating everlasting short stories. 

Mostafa Mastoor has published 45 different short stories in the form of six different 
short story collections( Love on Pavement (1998)- Several Authentic Narratives 
(2004)- I'm the Omniscient (2004) -The Story of a Love without L, 0, V, and 
E (2006) -Tehran at Evening (201 0) -The Best Possible Way (2016)).  
These collections were reprinted nearly 120 times and sold 250,000 copies in 
total. Some of them were translated into Turkish, Arabic, and Swedish. In 2017 
all his short stories were published in one book named Under a Glimmer with four 
categories of Childhood, Life, Love and Death.
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Although some good Persian writers have emerged in 
children's literature over the past few years, the foreign 
novels being published in Iran are more appealing to 

Iranian teenagers. Children are smarter nowadays and they have 
unlimited access to other media so they don’t enjoy simple stories 
anymore.
To satisfy their desire for foreign novels, Iranian publishers try 
to find works, which have received positive feedback in their 
countries of origin.
The novels are usually selected from among the bestsellers and 
works that have been honored by literary awards.
Due to demands from Iranian teenagers, most of the foreign 
novels published in Persian are in the fantasy, horror, and 
detective genres.
Iranian children’s writers are trying their best but we are still one 
step behind our children. They are wiser than before and they 
need more information with updated books.
The publishers make great efforts to find interesting books, which 
are adaptable to Iranian culture as well.
The publishers sometimes have to make slight alterations to the 
stories to make them appropriate for Iranian children. 
Some Iranian publishers believe that If they don’t translate and 
prepare the books for teenagers, they can find unauthorized 
versions from different sources on the net, which are not 
acceptable to their parents, but the parents can fully trust our 
translations and editions.

In addition, to achieve an acceptable standard for children’s 
books, most publishers hire an art director to supervise the 
illustrations created for their publications.
Due to the fact that Iran does not hold a membership in any 
international copyright convention, publishers face several 
problems.
Not having any agreement with foreign publishers 
and writers causes us problems as several translati
   ons of one book may be published by Iranian companies at the 
same time. 
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The Children’s Book Council of Iran has announced the 
country’s nominations for the IBBY-iRead Outstanding 
Reading Promoter Award and the IBBY-Asahi Reading 

Promotion Award.
Children’s literature expert Zohreh Qaini was nominated for the 
award in 2021 and the Iran-based Afghan book reading promoter 
Nader Musavi received the nomination for 2022.
67-year-old Qaini is a Children’s literature translator, lecturer, 
researcher and historian. She is the co-writer of the 10-volume 
research book “The History of Children’s Literature in Iran”. 
She is the director of the Read with Me project. She also served 
as a member of the IBBY Executive Committee from 2016 to 
2020.
As a foreign member of the Iranian Association of Writers 
for Children and Youth, Musavi seeks reading programs in 
Afghanistan.
The Children’s Book Council of Iran has previously nominated 
Musavi for the 2021 Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award, a 
prestigious Swedish honor to promote children’s and youths’ 
literature in the world.

In addition, the Children Cultural Development Center has been 
nominated for the IBBY-Asahi Reading Promotion Award in 2022.  
The IBBY-iRead Outstanding Reading Promoter Award has 
been established by the Shenzhen iRead Foundation and IBBY 
(International Board on Books for Young People) to encourage 
a real commitment to the cause of reading promotion in the hope 
of spreading this dedication to others around the globe.
The IBBY-iRead Award jury selects two winners every year. The 
two winners each receive 200,000 RMB Yuan and, in addition, 
150,000 RMB Yuan is given to a non-profit children’s reading 
promotion project of their choice.
Swedish-Dutch author Marit Törnqvist and Chinese educator 
Zhu Yongxin won the 2020 IBBY-iRead Outstanding Reading 
Promoter Award.
The IBBY-Asahi Reading Promotion Award is given biennially 
to one group or institution whose outstanding activities are 
judged to be making a lasting contribution to reading promotion 
programs for children and young people. The Award was 
established in 1986 and is sponsored by the Asahi Shimbun 
newspaper. 
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Introducing Some Ofoq Titles:

The Silence Environs
 (Volume 1 from the series “Parsua”)

  Written by: Maryam Azizi, Illustrated by:
 Pejman Rahimizadeh, Category: Children /
 Young Adults, Pages:469, Dimension:25x22,
ISBN:9786003530478
 About the book: The series includes six volumes
 and the fiction stories are in the mystery-horror
 genre. The reader is taken to a new and strange
 world, where there will be black and white events,
 good and evil, and many touchable characters, and
 breathtaking places. In this series, humankind, the
 demons, landscapes, and events melt together and
 create a bunch of surprising adventures. These
 readers are stunned by the fiction stories and want
 to keep reading and following the adventures. The
series can compete with the internationally well-
known fiction novels for teenagers.

Stories from Shahnameh(12 Vols.)
(The Book of Kings)
Written by: Atusa Salehi, Illustrator: Niloofar Mir-
  Mohammadi, Category: Children / Young Adults,
 Pages:50(each Vols.), Dimension:17x21, ISBN:
964-6003-91-5
  Selected as the Best Book in Salaam-Baacheha
Journal(1999)
  Winner of the Golden Plaque and Merit Award for
 Adaptation in Press Festival of Institute for Cultural
 and Intellectual Development of Children and
Young Adults (1997)

 About the book: Among the Iranian literary works,
 the Shahnameh is a masterpiece especially due
 to its epical nature. The rich Persian prose and
 language of Shahnameh, written by the great Persian
 poet, Ferdousi, is still a reliable literary source for
researchers and professors of Persian Literature.
 This epic enjoys several stories within itself,
 which can be hard for a young adult to read. The
 author of this series has adapted Shahnameh
 with having the keen young adults in mind as the
 major audience of these six books. The author has
 avoided repetition of the fairy tales to create them
through a new point of view.

The Ogre Conserve
 Written by: Mehdi Rajabi , Category: Young
 Adults(novel),  Pages:216, Dimension:14x21,
ISBN: 978-9643699680
About the Book: The Ogre Conserve has a twist 
in it: a good boy who wants to be bad. Tooka is a 
clever boy, with a whole lot of problems at home 
and at school. His father passed away and his 
mother is so depressed she doesn’t care about 
Tooka. In-School, there are always some bully 
boys who want to hurt him. He is alone, has no 
friends, and gets bitten all the time. Someday, 
he buys a book from an old lady: the biography 
of a criminal. Some parts of this memoir are 
dextrously woven into the context of the book. 
Tooka decides to be a criminal because his current 
life is very disappointing to him. The old lady sold 
an Ogre Conserve to Tooka as well. The Ogre is 
big, bitter, speak nonsense, like the color yellow, 
and doesn’t obey Tooka. When Tooka’s finger is 
broken in a fight at school, he has to stay home, 
and then he’ll get to know the magic of numbers. 
His mathematics brilliance is flourished and he 
becomes a well-known math scientist. He no 
longer wishes to be a criminal, for now, he is 
famous and loved.

 Ofoq Publishers is one of the most prestigious independent publishers in Iran. With over 2000 titles and many national and international awards and
 recognitions, Ofoq has become a source of high-quality literature for a generation. After three decades of active production, it is our honor to have enjoyed the
 trust of book readers, in Iran and elsewhere.
 Ofoq owns five bookstores. It also welcomes co-publication, ebook production, and Rights. Ofoq Publishers publishes Digital Contents, Journals, and Books on
these subjects: Novel, Literature, Literary Criticism, Juvenile, History, Graphic Novel, Government, and Education in these languages: Persian

 Ofoq was first licensed to operate in Iran in 1990 and bought its first reprint rights to a foreign work in 1997.
 Ofoq has been taking the issue of copyright seriously in past years. It has released quite a few works in the
 Iranian market that indicate that the right to reprint the work has been purchased, including books authored by
prominent American author Paul Auster. This indication of respect for copyright is not customary in Iran.

https://ofoqbooks.com

Name of the Publishing House: Ofoq Publishers
Add.: Ofoq Publishers / INcut GmbH
No. 181. Nazari st, 12 Farvardin, Enqelab, Tehran
1314675351, Iran
snabipour@ofoqbooks.com
Director: Reza Hasheminejad
Fields of published books: Children and Young Adults-novels
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Gate of the Dead (3 Vols.)
 Written by: Hamidreza Shahabadi, Category:
 Fiction(novel),  Pages:240+224+240,
Dimension:14x21, ISBN: 978-600-353-387-5
  Winner of Book of the Year, 2020
 Silver Medalist of The Flying Turtle, 2020

   Selected by the International Youth Library for
 The White Ravens Catalogue, 2019
  About the Book: The time has come Hamidreza
 Shahabadi's second installment of The Gate of
 the Dead Series. As we expect from the author,
 this novel too is such an intricately woven network
 of events, twists, and surprises. Also, history
 again plays a pivotal role in this title; and that is
 what readers love about his works. Pleasant and
 plausible dialogs along with dramatic settings have
 made an atmosphere of unprecedented density and
 intensity for young adults. The author has created
 a relatable character, called Nader, who is the
 symbol of modernity and progress. Nader comes to
 Reza and his companion's aid and together, they
 try to dismantle a gang of child kidnappers. Nader,
 a graduate of astronomy from the Netherlands,
 Nader has dreams of making and flying a balloon.
 On the other hand, we have Reza, who has come
 back to Tehran with the hope of going to Mirza
 Hassan Rushdieh's school. Tehran in the Qajar
 period was plagued with Cholera and what Reza
 witnesses haunts him for the rest of his life.
 The world of the dead accepts anyone and lets
 out no one. But when Reza walks his readers into
 the underground world, we cannot help but recall
 the ancient Greek mythology of the paid price of
 coming back to life. The honest confrontation of
 logical science and superstition, the embodiment
 of which is Nader, has influenced Shahabadi's
 story to be relatable to modern-day adolescents,
 as well as adults. Nader and Reza's relationship
 is of paramount value during the story. They
 face abominable groups of tyrants and criminals
 and bullies, and with rooted trust and a couple
 of loyal friends, can finish what they started as a
 single rescue mission. Numerous new characters
 are introduced in this title, all of whom are
 representative of different social classes and from a
 historical perspective, can be considered a mirror to
what Tehran was like back then.

Y T I C
 Written by: Reza Amirkhani, Category:
 Fiction(novel),  Pages:200, Dimension:14x21,
ISBN: 9786003533950
 Bestselling title, from a bestselling author
 Winner of Iran's Book of the Year Award

 About the Book: The first point about this title
 starts from its name: in Farsi, it is Shahr (or
 City) written backward. And this is also its first
 hint while the story unfolds. Reza Amirkhani is
 an Iranian bestselling author. His latest work,
 Y T I C was a sensation amongst book lovers.
 Long queues for long hours form outside Ofoq's
 Bookstore on the day of its debut ceremony. The
 book? It is about today's Tehran and how the city
 is growing like a dragon and how it is devouring
 its citizens in numerous ways. This is the story of
 Iran's capital, in which gardens are ruined in favor
 of shopping malls and highways and cars and
 money. However, none of these seeming elements
 of modernism is making Tehran's citizens feel any
 better; hours wasted in traffic, lungs damaged
 by pollution, humans torn apart with despair.
 Amirkhani, having a wide range of audience,
 knows best how to tell the story of his people, how
 to criticize the unprecedented and dysfunctional
gentrification of Tehran.
 
Anatomy of Depression 
 Written by: Mohammad Tulooee, Category:
 Fiction(novel),  Pages:288, Dimension:14x21,
ISBN: 978600352434
 About the Book: A euthanasia kit, a million dollars
 cash, an act of egocentric nonagenarian seeking
 revenge, a small-town youth, and a young
 business-woman. These are the main ingredients
 of Anatomy of Depression, a novel about sorrow
 caused by the cult of money and success. With a

 bittersweet story and a good dose of suspense,
 Tolouei recounts people's massive dysphoria in Iran
 under sanctions and paints a powerful portrait of
Tehran as a gloomy and adventurous metropolis.
 European or American readers, who are keen
 to familiarize themselves with contemporary Iran
 and Iranian literature will find this title illuminating,
 yet challenging at the same time. The author’s
 style is third person, classic prose, and fluent, in
 which paradoxical situations contrast a realistic
 setting. One might recall the early works of
 influential Writers: John Cheever, Mario Vargas
 Llosa, Alice Munro, Alexandre Dumas, and Haruki
 Murakami. A sweet reminder of music, in form of
 Bob Dylan’s one more cup of coffee and Velvet
 Underground’s I’ll be your mirror echoes time and
 again in the chapters. Anatomy of Depression
 has three seemingly separated chapters, each of
 which is about certain characters, two men and one
 woman. However, it's soon to be understood that
 these characters, their misery, and their fate are
 interconnected. The chapters are as following: The
 Wandering Train, The Doors of Perception, and
The Last Bridge.
 
Teratoma 
 Written by: Roya Dastqheib, Category:
 Fiction(novel),  Pages:192, Dimension:14x21,
ISBN: 978-6003534001
 About the Book: In literary criticism, stream of
 consciousness is a narrative mode or method that
 attempts to depict the multi-layered thoughts and
 feelings which pass through the mind at the same
 time. In Teratma, this stream is circumambient, so
 much so that the reader must follow not one, but
 four protagonists at the same time. The Actress
 undergoes surgery many times and each time
 a body part from the Soldier is removed from
 her, parts lost from the Soldier during the war.
 The Actress's present time is entangled with the
 Old Woman's and Soldier's past. This novel has
 well-made and rich prose, brilliant descriptions
 and images, and a suspension that forms the
 characteristic of it. The narrative is not linear
 and the author has masterfully liked the past and
 present and illustrated how they influence one
another.
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Anapol Publications published the novel Betrayal 
from Macedonia
 
Based on a copyright agreement with Pozard Media Publications from Macedonia, 
Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency publishing dept.) published the book 
Betrayal by Dejan Trajkovski in Persian in Iran.
The book is a romantic novel and narrates the greatest betrayal, that is, betrayal of 
self, using simple but very balanced prose laced with philosophical thoughts.

The book The Lost Button from Ukraine will be soon 
published in Iran 
 A copyright agreement for the translation and publication of the book The Lost Button 
written by Irene Rozdobudko was concluded between Nora Drog Publications from 
Ukraine and Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency publishing dept.) from Iran.
The main theme of The Lost Button is that every great happiness or great tragedy can 
have a very tiny cause. This novel is about love, loyalty, and betrayal.
Zahra Rastgoofard has translated this book into Persian and it will be published soon 
and introduced to the Iranian book market.

The books Living with Book 
and Life is a Horror Fable from 
Slovenia will be published in Iran
  
To translate and publish two books entitled 
Living with Book and Life is a Horror Fable, 
Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency 
publishing dept.) has signed a rights contract 
with the publisher of these two books, Zalozba 
Publications, in Slovenia.
In Living with Book, the author writes about the 
authors and their certain works that influenced 
him, and in Life is a Horror Fable, he recounts the 
painful ordeal of the people during the Bosnia-
Herzegovina war.

The books Stories of a Happy Family and Friendship 
Network from Hungary will be published in Iran 
 
Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency publishing dept.) has signed a rights 
contract with Cerkabella Pubs. publications to translate into Persian and publish two 
books from Hungary in Iran.
The book Friendship Network by Anna Som Fi and the book Stories of a Happy Family 
by Giorgi Mahsi are both written in the adolescent literature genre. These books will be 
translated and published by the end of 2021 and will be available to book lovers in Iran.
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The book Underwater from Argentina 
will be published in Iran

Anapol Publications (Pol 
Literary Agency publishing 
dept.) has signed a 
copyright contract with Odelia 
Publishing from Argentina 
to translate and publish the 
novel Underwater by Marisa 
Reichardt.
This book is a novel for 
adolescents and its main 
theme is salvation, recovery, 
and finding a new strength 
to overcome problems and 
continue living.

Handwriting book novel is published 
from Turkey in Iran

 
The book Handwriting Book 
by Faruk Duman from Turkey 
was set on the agenda of  
Noazema publications for 
translation and publication in 
Persian in Iran. 
Pol Literary Agency made the 
copyright agreement between 
Noazema pubs. from Iran 
and Alakarga publication from 
Turkey.

Anapol Publications signs copyright 
agreement with Turkish publisher to 
translate and publish the book Raccoon
 

Based on a contract with 
Ala Qarqa Publishing 
House from Turkey for the 
translation and publication 
of the book Raccoon by 
Suat Duman, Anapol 
Publications (Pol Literary 
Agency publishing dept.) 
included the translation 
and publication of this 
book on its agenda.The 
book Raccoon contains a 
fascinating story that takes 
place in the city of Istanbul.

The book The Land Covered with Chicken Feathers 
from China was published in Iran
  
The book The Land Covered with Chicken Feathers is a collection of 7 short stories 
about the Chinese people's life, written by the powerful pen of the famous Chinese 
novelist Liu Zhenyun.
The book has 432 pages and was translated by Arash Rahmati and published in Iran by 
Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency Publishing dept.).
Anapol Publications has purchased the Persian language copyright of this book from 
New Century Culture and Media Publications in China.

The book Two Hours 
After Midnight from Indonesia will be 
published in Iran 
 

A copyright agreement for the 
translation and publication 
of the book Two Hours After 
Midnight was concluded 
between Anapol Publications 
(Pol Literary Agency 
publishing dept.) from Iran 
and Mizan Publications from 
Indonesia.
The book has won the PEN 
Award in 2021 and the 
criminal drama genre and 
will be soon translated and 
published in Iran.
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A book from Brazil in Iran
 
Following the signing of the copyright contract between 
Khazeh Publications from Iran and Dublinese Publication 
from Brazil by Pol Literary Agency, the book Longe das 
Aldeias (Away from the villages) by Robertson Frizero will 

soon be translated 
and published in 
Iran.A seventeen-
year-old boy, faced 
with his mother's 
illness, decides to 
undo a past of lies 
and illusion about 
his father's identity. 
The memories, 
brought by the aunt, 
cover the horrors of 
the war, the flight 
from the village and 
the country, the 
reconstruction of the 
family on Brazilian 
soil.

The book Kambiri by Luis Barati from Spain was 
released in Iran
The book Kambiri contains an unreal and fictional story, which takes place on an island 
called Lamprote. An island whose inhabitants try to flee to Italy to escape war and 
hunger.
Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency publishing dept.) received the rights to 
translate and publish this book in Persian under a copyright contract with Strlapolar 
Publications from Spain.
The Persian version of this book has been translated by Zahra Rastgoofar and published 
in 130 pages.

A copyright contract for four books from Russia was 
concluded for translation and publication in Iran 
 
Pol Literary Agency has concluded a contract between Bear Town Publications in Russia 
and Ainoor Publications in Iran to translate and publish 4 titles of Russian books with the 
subject of children and adolescents in Persian in Iran.
The titles of these books are as follows:
- About Microbes for Children
- Favorite Russian National Tales (2 Vol.)
- Menik the Little Marmot
These books will be published by the end of 2021 and introduced to the Iranian book 
market.

Anapol Publications will publish the 
book A Millennium of Turkish Literature 
from Turkey soon
 

The book A Millennium 
of Turkish Literature by 
Talat Halman, translated 
by Majid Jafari Aghdam, 
will be published soon by 
Anapol Publications (Pol 
Literary Agency publishing 
dept.) in Iran.
This book will be translated 
and published under a 
copyright contract between 
the Publications Office 
of the Turkish Ministry of 
Culture and Tourism, and 
Anapol Publications.

The present book consists of an introduction and six 
chapters and it tries to examine the literary flow of Turkish 
literature from the pre-Islamic period to the 21st century in a 
very concise way.
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A copyright contract was signed for translation and 
publication of the book Life
 Skills for the Future from China
 
Following the copyright purchase of the book Life Skills for the Future from China Machin 
Publications in China, the translation into Persian and publication of this book was put 
on the agenda of Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency publishing dept.).
This book explains the acquisition of skills to discover a better way of life in the future.

A contract for the translation and 
publication of two books from 
South Korea was concluded
  
A contract for the translation and publication of two 
books from South Korea was concluded between 
Anapol Publications (Pol Literary Agency publishing 
dept.) and Goznok Publications to translate and 
publish two novels from South Korea. The titles 
of these two books are Bad Mother and My Little 
Client.
In Bad Mother, a girl receives a letter from her 
mother 20 years after she was presumed dead. My 
Little Client is a crime story.

Representing the publishing 
industry of Iran at the 34th Moscow 
 International Book Fair
 
 
With over 200 titles of books on a variety of subjects such 
as Sacred Defense, arts, literature, poetry, Iranology and 
Persian language, Iran's Book and Literature House has 
participated at the 34th Moscow International Book Fair.
This year, the Moscow International Book Fair takes place 
simultaneously in full-time format and online. Thus, it is 
possible to take part in it from anywhere in the world.
More than 200 publishing houses from various regions of Russia will take part in the 34th Moscow International Book 
Fair. Over four days, more than 300 events will be held for visitors at nine venues: meetings with popular authors, book 
presentations, open discussions and masterclasses. 
The Iranian representative provides information about Tehran International Book Fair (TIBF) in brochures and catalogs as 
well, and takes measures to develop cultural diplomacy and strengthen the economy of culture by trading the copyrights of 
Iranian books.
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Despite the popularity of advanced virtual tools in the world 
of communications and facilitating easy access of people 
around the world to one another, the book, as an effective 

traditional communication means, still retains its primary role and 
function and is present in international relations alongside other 
communication platforms.
Various cultural services in the form of international-cultural 
events, including book fairs, book review, and critic sessions, 
literary awards and book launches, as well as collaborations to 
create and produce written works, provide great opportunities 
to bring together the world’s culture-loving people and help to 
establish and develop cultural relations among nations.
But let’s see what is the role of Iran as a country with an 
extensive civilization and cultural background in this area of 
cultural relations? What is the status quo? And what are the 
plans and actions of the governments, institutions, and natural 
and legal persons?
This short article tries to answer the questions raised in four 
areas: the status of translation of Iranian works into non-Persian 
languages, the presence of Iranian books in international 
events, the publication of Iranian books abroad, and the role of 
government in the development of Iran’s international publishing.

Translation of Iranian works into foreign languages:
Translation of Iranian works into foreign languages can be studied 
in two parts: translation within the country and translation abroad.
Translation within the country for international distribution, which 
mainly includes books on Iranian studies and Islamic studies, 
is carried out by government cultural institutions or under the 
auspices of the government. There are only a handful of NGOs 
whose core agenda is to address this important issue. The efforts 
of some private institutions and publications in translating religious 
books and sending them abroad are commendable, but most 
translations and publications of Iranian and religious works are 
carried out in government organizations.
Another attempt to translate Iranian works into non-Persian 

languages is not coherent and organized measures and depends 
more on the efforts and initiatives of some public and private 
institutions, publishers, and writers.
 
Presence of Iranian books in international events
International book fairs are the most important showground 
for the presence of books and publishing agents in the world. 
International book fairs are held every year in more than 20 
countries, and some of them are very important due to their large 
size and number of participants.
For example, almost all countries with a publishing industry 
participate in the Frankfurt International Book Fair that is held 
annually in October. In this huge gathering of publishing agents, 
numerous other cultural programs take place that plays an 
important role in raising the level of awareness of publishers, 
authors, and book lovers about the details and news of 
international publishing.
The serious presence of Iranian books in international book fairs 
dates back to two decades ago, i.e. when the Ministry of Culture 
and Islamic Guidance came up with arrangements for Iranian 
publishers to participate in the Frankfurt Book Fair. Before that 
time, Iranian books were mostly displayed and introduced by 
Iranian cultural missions at fairs or events that they hosted.
Iran’s participation in international book fairs is usually through 
government or government-affiliated institutions or independent 
attendance of private publishers.
Few public and private publishers are familiar with the rules of 
engagement in international publishing markets. Some of the 
rules of the game to appear in an international publication arena 
are as follows: supplying brochures and catalogs to introduce the 
works, arranging appointments, conducting talks and negotiations 
using the professional jargon of international publishing markets, 
getting acquainted with contracts and documents of mutual 
cooperation, getting acquainted with publishing markets of 
different countries and having relations with literary agencies and 
international publishers from different countries. 
However, private publishers, despite their limited facilities and 
financial resources, have been more successful in international 
markets than government publishers, and have successfully 
entered into copyright contracts with literary agencies or foreign 
publishers.

  By: Majid Jafari Aghdam
       CEO of Pol Literary & Translation Agency
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In recent years, the Deputy Minister of Cultural Affairs of the 
Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, through the Iran 
Book and Literature House institute, has been displaying books 
by Iranian publishers at the Frankfurt Fair and some other 
international exhibitions in other countries inside independent 
and relatively organized booths. In recent years, the institute’s 
approach has been based on supporting private publishers and 
literary agencies to participate independently in international 
events and establish business relationships with foreign publishers 
and literary agencies, and this is a remarkable achievement. The 
result of such an approach is the establishment of result-oriented 
collaborative relationships between Iranian publishers and literary 
agencies and their foreign counterparts; and on average, more 
than one hundred Iranian book titles are translated and published 
annually in various countries thanks to copyright exchanges.
 
Printing and publishing Iranian books abroad
In recent years, a limited number of Iranian works have been 
published by foreign publishers around the world. Some works 
were also translated by Iranian publishers living overseas that 
found their way to global publishing markets.
Another collection of Iranian books has been translated and 
published by foreign publishers with the cooperation and financial 
support of Iranian cultural missions in foreign countries and some 
institutions overseas that like the Islamic Republic of Iran.
But in recent years, Iranian books have been translated into 
foreign languages and published by foreign publishers at the 
initiative of local publishers and authors in contact with foreign 
literary agencies and publishers. The support of some Iranian 
writers and thinkers living abroad is effective in establishing 
relations between Iranian authors and foreign publishers resulting 
in printing and publishing this kind of book. Translation and 
publication of books by Ahmad Dehghan, Mohammad Reza 
Bayrami, Ebrahim Hassanbeygi, and Musa Bidaj, and a number 
of other Iranian authors are some examples of such relationships.

The role of government in the development of Iran’s international 
publishing 
Most countries that their publishing industry has crossed their 
borders and dominated or actively participated in the international 
publishing market, usually have government support. These 
countries, after setting certain targets for their publishing 
development policy, have set up specific plans and strategies and 
established specific organizations to promote such plans.
Supporting the translation of works into foreign languages, 
supporting the publication of works by foreign publishers, 
supporting the presence of private publishers and writers and 
translators in international book fairs and other international 
publishing events, and the support of holding specialized Iranian 
book fairs in other countries are among the initial measures 
considered by the government and the cultural authorities 
of the country. Supporting the translation and publication of 
Iranian books in the framework of two grant programs by the 
Iranian government, facilitating the presence of publishers and 
literary agencies in international publishing events, especially 
international book fairs, supporting the presence of Iranian 
authors and illustrators in book fairs and literary festivals are 
among these activities.
The rich content of Iranian works, especially in the fields of 
children and adolescents, literature, humanities, and Islamic 
studies; as well as familiarity of Iranian publishers and literary 
agencies with the rules and formalities of successful presence 
in the international publishing scene (while Iran’s government 
is not a member of the Berne copyright convention or other 
conventions) have paved the way for the entry and presence 
of Iranian books in the world publishing markets. Currently, 
most Iranian publishers who are interested in entering into joint 
ventures with publishing markets in various countries, observe 
and respect the legal copyright regulations.
The presence of Iranian publishers, writers, poets, and translators in 
global cultural and literary events through NGOs has helped Iranian 
publishing agents to get acquainted with the international publishing 
atmospheres and establish professional relations with foreign 
counterparts has a positive effect on creating motivation and interest 
in the Iranian publishing community to think of solutions to perform 
well in the field of international publishing. 
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About Hengam publication group

Hengam has been working in the field of publication since 2013, 
employing experts, modern printing and publishing technologies 
exclusively in order to publish and distribute books internationally. 

Hengam publication group has established a thorough book production 
and  print line ,using cutting-edge European technologies, in order to 
provide cost-effective and quality services for a large number of private 
and governmental centers. 

Design studio

This is where the first step of producing a book is taken. The graphic 
and photography studio of Hengam publication allows for use of 
innovative ideas with the help of expert designers and professional 
technologies to cater for high-quality graphics and designs of books and 
their covers. 

Print

In the printing section of the publication, an order is first taken, 
negotiated and optimized. Then, the type of work is considered, the 
model of printing equipment is pinpointed and the right kind of paper 
is selected. Afterwards, the order is put into the line and the work starts. 
In this section, professional personnels who are well-experienced are 
employed. The facilities provide the possibility to print books and render 
orders in the fastest way possible.
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Lamination

The lamination section of Hengam publication group is equipped 
with leading technologies and coating devices specified for papers and 
boards. It needs to be noted that thermal cellophane processes exhibit a 
better quality compared to cold-glue ones because of the usage of heat in 
the process. 

Automatic bookbinding 

A significant strength of Hengam publication center is its bindery 
section, equipped with modern machines and high-speed devices, 
with which the process of binding is much more convenient than what 
is experienced elsewhere. The machines enjoy warm-glue binding 
technologies serving to produce books with soft and hard cover. These 
automatic machines have not only increased the pace and accuracy of 
work, but they have also facilitated the use of a variety of options such as 
different colors.

Packaging 

So as to preserve the printed products for a longer time(i.e. books), 
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The main criterion for selecting these ten novels is that by 
means of a story, they strongly focus on the Revolution 
of 1978 or the background and consequences of this 

historical event. The selection of these works was based solely 
on their content and little attention has been paid to marginal 
details such as the mindset, political orientation, or mental 
affiliation of the author and creator of the work.

Soraya in a Coma
By: Ismail Fassih
The novel Soraya in a Coma was published 
in 1983 by Nashr -e- No in 370 pages 
and immediately attracted the attention of 
readers. This novel was so popular that its 
second edition was also printed in the first 
year of publication. Two years later, at the 
same time as the fourth edition of the novel 

was published, its English translation was published 
in London. Shortly afterward, the novel Soraya 
in a Coma was translated into Arabic and made 
available to Arabic-speaking readers in Cairo for 

the first time. Most of Esmail Fassih’s novels that were published 
in the 1980s soon became popular works and bestsellers in those 
years. During this period, he had retired from Abadan Petroleum 
College and was heavily preoccupied with the world of literature. 
The novel Soraya in a Coma was published 22 times from 1983 
to 2009 with a total circulation of more than 55,000 copies.
Like many other fiction works by Esmail Fassih, Soraya in a 
Coma is based on a completely realistic style of storytelling and 
its events are narrated from a first-person perspective. The 
simplicity of the prose, the lack of narrative and storytelling twists, 
the lack of a bombastic artistic style, and the straightforwardness 
of the story and its linear narration are among the noticeable 
features of most of this author’s stories; features that are also 
quite prominent in the novel Soraya in a Coma. Perhaps these 
characteristics can be considered as the main reason for the 
popularity of this fictional work.
Synopsis: In 1980, the war is going on in the southern regions 
of Iran and Abadan is experiencing a dire situation. Meanwhile, 
Jalal Arian is really pissed off because of his recent brain stroke. 
His misery is doubled when he hears the news of the accident 
that happened to his 23-year-old niece, Soraya. Soraya was 
studying a one-year training course in Paris, but she was 
seriously injured and fell into a coma after falling off her bicycle 
on a rainy day. Her father was killed in the rallies before the 
revolution, and her mother, Farangis, all on her own raised her 
only daughter to become a young adult. Farangis cannot go 
to Paris due to illness and asks her brother, Jalal, to take care 
of Soraya. Due to the raging war and the disruption of foreign 
flights, Jalal Arian travels by bus to Istanbul and from there, 
books a flight to Paris. In Paris, he meets a number of old 
acquaintances, including Leila Azadeh, with whom he once had 
an emotional relationship. Most of those people had emigrated 
from Iran due to the revolution and war and they were usually bar 

hopping, greedy, ambitious, and opportunistic individuals who 
could only talk pretentiously, and Jalal, unlike in the past, was 
not able to establish a close and intimate relationship with them. 
Soraya’s situation does not change in the following weeks and 
Jalal’s living conditions in Paris are not very stable. Eventually, 
he has to return to Iran.

Death of a Leopard
By: Ali Salehi
Seyyed Ali Salehi, better known as a poet, 
experienced many years of novel writing 
during the 1980s. In the years 1982 to 
1984, in addition to Death of a Leopard, 
he also published two other novels entitled 
Blue Collar Guys and The News of Those 
Years. The story of both works is about 

the revolution and the events that preceded it in 
the previous years and there are many political 
references in them. However, because some of the 
concepts presented in these works are partly due 

to the emotional mood specific to that time, the title of the novel 
Death of a Leopard depicts a symbolic work with a lyrical format.
The novel Death of a Leopard does not seem to have much to 
do with politics or revolution, and it only mentions some of the 
customs and traditions of the Lur nomadic tribes and a few of 
their myths and beliefs. However, in the heart of this work, one 
can find a tangible and concrete connection between the life of 
the tribesmen and the reasons behind the revolution. The novel 
mentions the disarmament of the tribesmen, which was carried 
out during the reign of King Reza Pahlavi. In the eyes of the 
people of the tribe, this incident had unpleasant consequences, 
such as exploitation by armed bandits; the gun-wielding bandits 
who, from Kal Zal’s point of view, were armed and hired by the 
British. In fact, in his opinion, foreign exploiters accompanied 
by domestic traitors undermined the defensive power of the 
tribesmen and left them only obsolete and old traditions such 
as leaving behind the aged individuals of the tribe during 
transhumance.
Another feature of the novel Death of a Leopard is that it has 
portrayed the love of humans for each other alongside idealism 
and the desire for freedom and has not considered them separate 
concepts.
Synopsis: The Bakhtiari tribe prepares to move to the summer 
pastures, but the tribesmen cannot take the old persons with 
them. Therefore, the oldest man of the tribe by the name Kal Zal 
stays in the winter pastures and takes refuge in a large cave to 
wait for the return of the tribe again at the beginning of autumn. 
In his isolation, Kal Zal recalls the old and traditional stories of 
the Lur tribes and reviews the memories of his youth; a time 
when he had many wishes and was in love with a girl named 
Khati. Kal Zal meets a lonely old woman in the cave and decides 
to dig a hole in the heart of the huge corridor with his shovel 
and pickaxe to spend the time. He does this together with the 
old woman, and finally discovers the source of a roaring river 
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that was mentioned in the legends of his ancestors and was 
considered sacred. After finishing this impressive feat, which is 
considered an epic accomplishment, the old woman falls ill and 
dies shortly after. In the last moments of the old woman’s life, 
Kal Zal realizes that she is the love of her youth, Khati. Using 
the last words before her death, Khati confesses that she had 
been fancying Kal Zal in her heart all those years. When the 
tribesmen return to winter pastures, they see the grave of Khati 
and the lifeless body of Kal Zal. The headstrong and diligent old 
man had died while standing upright. Later on, Kal Zal’s ghost 
appears as a leopard by the river for many years to protect his 
heritage and that of the people of the tribe. But eventually, the 
townspeople begin to show up in the area and no one sees the 
leopard anymore. At a time when Kal Zal’s grandson, Esfandiar, 
is considered the tribe’s wise old man, strangers destroy the 
graves of Kal Zal and Khati under the pretext of building a road. 
Gradually, the roaring river dries up, and the area becomes 
an oil field two generations later. One of the people involved in 
oil drilling is Esfandiar’s grandson, known as Mr. Zali. He has 
completely forgotten the legacy of his great ancestor, Kal Zal, 
and has befriended greedy strangers.

Fire from Fire
By: Jamal Mirsadeghi
The novel Fire from Fire can be considered 
as a complement to the novel The Winds 
Herald the Change of Season by Jamal 
Mirsadeghi, which was published in 1985 
shortly before this work. In the novel The 
Winds Herald the Change of Season, 
the role of the lower class was prominent 

in the pre-revolutionary period, and in the novel 
Fire from Fire, the intellectuals and the middle 
class of the society actively contribute as the main 
characters of the story. However, the role of politics 

is more prominent in the novel Fire from Fire and the atmosphere 
portrayed by the author is more revolutionary than in the novel The 
Winds Herald the Change of Season. However, there are many 
similarities between the two works, among which we can mention 
the presence of personalities who have been harassed by security 
agents due to political activities against the Shah’s regime. Another 
similarity is the introduction of young women who were widowed 
at the beginning of their marital life and have lost their partner due 
to political activity and fighting against the state. Another similarity 
between the two novels is that the events of the story are narrated 
by a teacher.
Synopsis: Kamal brings the news of the release of his best friend, 
Mehdi, to his other friends, Farhad, Ahmad, and Khosrow. Mehdi 
had been arrested by SAVAK some time ago for his political 
activities. Mehdi’s friends learn that he has been hospitalized due 
to the severity of his injuries caused by torture. They go to pay a 
visit to Mahdi and surprisingly receive the news of his death soon 
afterward. This incident dramatically changes the spirit of Mehdi’s 
family members and friends. None of them are very familiar with 

Mehdi’s thoughts, and even his father, Ali Khan, and his fiancé, 
Maryam, were unaware of his political activities during Mehdi’s 
lifetime. They decide to continue the path of Mehdi to make up for 
the loss. Their first attempt is to publish leaflets about the torture 
of political prisoners by SAVAK, which are handed to the crowd 
on the day of Mahdi’s funeral at the location of his funeral. On the 
same day, Ahmad inflicts wounds on a SAVAK agent who has 
come to the cemetery to snoop about Mehdi’s burial.

Mysteries of My Land
By: Reza Braheni
Perhaps the most prominent feature of 
the long novel Mysteries of My Land 
is its reference to important events in 
contemporary Iranian history. In this 
novel, in addition to the Islamic Revolution 
of Iran, the coup d’état of August 19, 
1953, and the launch of the Azerbaijan 

democratic party are also mentioned. These 
events, especially the situation of Tabriz during 
the formation and destruction of the Azerbaijan 
democratic party, have a significant role in most 

of the fiction works by Braheni; perhaps it is because the author 
has seen them up close during part of his life and lived with (or 
rather, lived at their heart of) those historical events. In fact, the 
novel Mysteries of My Land and the adventures depicted in it are 
the product of the author’s observations of childhood and youth 
and blend with his political views. In Braheni’s fiction works and 
especially his older works such as this book, i.e. The Mysteries 
of My Land, those views are presented so prominently and vivid 
that some literary critics, including Houshang Golshiri, have 
considered this to be the Achilles heel of his fiction works.
Synopsis: Hossein is living in Tabriz. In his younger years, 
he works as a translator for an American adviser in Iran. 
The adviser is killed by thirteen army officers and Hossein is 
involuntarily involved in the incident. Hossein is sentenced 
to life in prison without any role in the assassination of the 
American adviser, and the thirteen army officers are executed 
along with their superior, a colonel. On the eve of the victory 
of the revolution, Hossein is released from prison after several 
years of imprisonment along with political prisoners. Hossein’s 
father dies right after he is sent to jail, and his mother also dies 
shortly after his release. Hossein, the only child in the family 
and left alone by the death of his parents, moves from Tabriz 
to Tehran to investigate the reasons behind the murder of the 
American adviser and the misfortune that befell him. He finds 
out that the main culprit in the execution of the army officers 
and his imprisonment is a corrupt colonel and Houshang is his 
brother-in-law. Houshang is spying for the United States and 
played an important role in the disasters that befell Hossein. 
He tries to prevent the disclosure of the facts about the 
execution of army officers and Hossein’s life imprisonment by 
all means. To do so, Houshang kills several people, including 
Hossein.
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The Termite (2 vol.)
By :Bozorg Alavi
The novel The Termite may not be as 
well-known and popular with readers as 
his other novel Her Eyes, but it certainly 
has a greater political significance than the 
former work and more vividly and directly 
mentions the pre-revolutionary events, 
especially SAVAK activities. The main 

character of this novel, who is also the narrator of 
the story, is a former employee of the intelligence 
and security organization of the Pahlavi regime, but 
he does not mention his name while retelling old 

memories. He argues that the main reason for this is to protect 
his security and that of the people whose biographies would be 
narrated in his memoirs. In fact, by this trick, the author tries to 
highlight the realism aspect of the story of The Termite and create 
a connection between the background of the main character 
and his storytelling style. In this way, we see a kind of memoir 
and reportage writing by the main character of the story or the 
same former SAVAK employee, which is in line with the special 
prudence and conservatism of a security and intelligence official. 
To achieve this goal, that is, to render the narration of the story 
more and more similar to memoir and reportage writing, the 
events are described briefly and mostly imagery has been used to 
tell the story. At some point, the narrator himself admits that his 
writing skill sucks and the author has tried to expose the reader to 
his awkward writing style by dumbing down the text.
Synopsis: In his memoirs, a high-ranking SAVAK agent mentions 
the operations of this organization and its staff. As a young 
man, he joined SAVAK through a relative whom he calls Dear 
Musa, and in a short period of time, he climbs the organizational 
ladder. This guy has only two main concerns; first, he is going 
to make a fortune by working for the government’s intelligence 
and security agency, and second, to find his sister before falling 
into the trap of his colleagues. His sister fled the house due to 
political activities against the Shah’s regime and left their mother 
alone. Now, this SAVAK agent is afraid that other stooges of 
the organization might find and harass her. Eventually, this guy 
achieves both his goals, but the occurrence of the revolution 
causes him to escape from Iran. Outside of Iran, he decides to 
write his memoirs and reveal the untold facts.

Cloudy Years (4 vols.)
By: Ali Ashraf Darvishian
The novel Cloudy Years makes use of complete 
realism to narrate the life story of the protagonist, 
Sharif, and his family. In some parts, especially 
the final volume, the narration takes on the 
style of a biography. In fact, this novel can be 
called the biography of Ali Ashraf Darvishian 

in his childhood and youth and the author himself has 
confirmed this. Many of the events and characters of 
the novel are real and the author has pulled them out of 

the dark labyrinth of his life and placed them on the numerous 
pages of the book. For example, Sharif’s father, Buchan, leaves 
his wife and children and goes to Qom and Shiraz to work and 
provide subsistence for the family. It is an event that Darvishian 
experienced in his youth and is related to his father’s story. 
Sharif's character in the novel Cloudy Years is a symbol of the 
creator of this novel, and throughout the pages of this book, he 
experiences more or less the same events that the author had 
experienced years ago in his real life.
Synopsis: Sharif Davrisheh is the eldest son of a poor family. He 
was born in Kermanshah. With his many efforts and enduring 
many hardships, he succeeds in completing his education and 
goes to Gilan-e-Gharb as a teacher. Most of his students in the 
area are children whose poor living conditions remind him of his 
difficult childhood. This incident encourages the young teacher to 
enter the scene of political struggles with the Pahlavi regime so 
that he may be able to change the living conditions of the poor 
and marginalized people of Iran. He follows in his grandfather’s 
footsteps and chooses to revolt and protest instead of remaining 
silent. Sharif’s grandfather, Davrisheh, fought against a tyrant 
lord in his place of residence in the latter days of King Ahmad 
Qajar era and did not tolerate his oppression. Sharif, like his 
grandfather, does not succeed in fighting poverty and darkness 
and is sent to jail. However, on the eve of the fall of the Shah’s 
regime, he is released from prison-like other political prisoners.

Smokeless Fire (7 vols.)
By: Nader Ebrahimi
   
The first three volumes of the novel 
Smokeless Fire are dedicated to the life 
story of two generations of people in 
Turkmen Sahra. In the first volume, we 
read the tale of the fiery love between 
Galan and Solmaz during the Qajar 

period, which causes many conflicts between 
the two enemy tribes. In the next two volumes, 
their grandson, Allni, who represents the second 
generation of the family, tries to bridge the gap 

between the warring tribes and eventually succeeds. In these 
three volumes, especially in the first volume, the oppression of 
the Qajar regime against the Turkmen Sahra people is more 
evident. However, in the next four volumes of the novel, which 
were completed after the Islamic Revolution, the political aspects 
of the story increase, and Allni and his wife Maral’s fight against 
the Pahlavi regime begin. Following that, we encounter the life 
story of Arta, the young man who represents the third generation 
of this family and follows more or less the same line of thought of 
his parents. The main focus of the novel Smokeless Fire is on the 
pre-revolutionary events in the Turkmen Sahra.
The most important feature of this novel is to make the audience 
familiar with the lifestyle of Turkmen Sahra people in the 
years before the revolution. However, in the last volumes of 
this novel, the story is somewhat detached from the northern 
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and security agency, and second, to find his sister before falling 
into the trap of his colleagues. His sister fled the house due to 
political activities against the Shah’s regime and left their mother 
alone. Now, this SAVAK agent is afraid that other stooges of 
the organization might find and harass her. Eventually, this guy 
achieves both his goals, but the occurrence of the revolution 
causes him to escape from Iran. Outside of Iran, he decides to 
write his memoirs and reveal the untold facts.

Cloudy Years (4 vols.)
By: Ali Ashraf Darvishian
The novel Cloudy Years makes use of complete 
realism to narrate the life story of the protagonist, 
Sharif, and his family. In some parts, especially 
the final volume, the narration takes on the 
style of a biography. In fact, this novel can be 
called the biography of Ali Ashraf Darvishian 

in his childhood and youth and the author himself has 
confirmed this. Many of the events and characters of 
the novel are real and the author has pulled them out of 

the dark labyrinth of his life and placed them on the numerous 
pages of the book. For example, Sharif’s father, Buchan, leaves 
his wife and children and goes to Qom and Shiraz to work and 
provide subsistence for the family. It is an event that Darvishian 
experienced in his youth and is related to his father’s story. 
Sharif's character in the novel Cloudy Years is a symbol of the 
creator of this novel, and throughout the pages of this book, he 
experiences more or less the same events that the author had 
experienced years ago in his real life.
Synopsis: Sharif Davrisheh is the eldest son of a poor family. He 
was born in Kermanshah. With his many efforts and enduring 
many hardships, he succeeds in completing his education and 
goes to Gilan-e-Gharb as a teacher. Most of his students in the 
area are children whose poor living conditions remind him of his 
difficult childhood. This incident encourages the young teacher to 
enter the scene of political struggles with the Pahlavi regime so 
that he may be able to change the living conditions of the poor 
and marginalized people of Iran. He follows in his grandfather’s 
footsteps and chooses to revolt and protest instead of remaining 
silent. Sharif’s grandfather, Davrisheh, fought against a tyrant 
lord in his place of residence in the latter days of King Ahmad 
Qajar era and did not tolerate his oppression. Sharif, like his 
grandfather, does not succeed in fighting poverty and darkness 
and is sent to jail. However, on the eve of the fall of the Shah’s 
regime, he is released from prison-like other political prisoners.

Smokeless Fire (7 vols.)
By: Nader Ebrahimi
   
The first three volumes of the novel 
Smokeless Fire are dedicated to the life 
story of two generations of people in 
Turkmen Sahra. In the first volume, we 
read the tale of the fiery love between 
Galan and Solmaz during the Qajar 

period, which causes many conflicts between 
the two enemy tribes. In the next two volumes, 
their grandson, Allni, who represents the second 
generation of the family, tries to bridge the gap 

between the warring tribes and eventually succeeds. In these 
three volumes, especially in the first volume, the oppression of 
the Qajar regime against the Turkmen Sahra people is more 
evident. However, in the next four volumes of the novel, which 
were completed after the Islamic Revolution, the political aspects 
of the story increase, and Allni and his wife Maral’s fight against 
the Pahlavi regime begin. Following that, we encounter the life 
story of Arta, the young man who represents the third generation 
of this family and follows more or less the same line of thought of 
his parents. The main focus of the novel Smokeless Fire is on the 
pre-revolutionary events in the Turkmen Sahra.
The most important feature of this novel is to make the audience 
familiar with the lifestyle of Turkmen Sahra people in the 
years before the revolution. However, in the last volumes of 
this novel, the story is somewhat detached from the northern 
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region of the country and takes place mostly in the capital and 
other parts of Iran; but through its seven volumes, the readers 
of this fictional work can get good information about the life 
of the ancient inhabitants of the area that is now known as 
Golestan province. The focus of the story of this long novel on 
a handful of characters and the author’s attempt to provide their 
accurate biography has led him to use much effort to create 
the atmosphere and make the events of the story tangible and 
plausible.
During 27 years, from 1992 to 2019, this seven-volume novel 
was reprinted several times with 96 editions. Ebrahimi has won 
several international awards for his novel Smokeless Fire and 
other works, including the Bratislava Book Festival Award and the 
UNESCO Education & Training Prize. He has also received a 
golden plate and an honorary diploma of twenty years of Iranian 
fiction literature prize from the Ministry of Culture and Islamic 
Guidance for completing this long novel.
Synopsis: Galan Oja from the Turkmen Sahra Yamut tribe falls 
in love with the daughter of the Goklan tribe’s chief, Solmaz. 
But the people of these two tribes are known to be blood-thirsty 
enemies and their marriage is doomed. However, two passionate 
young couples insist on their love and eventually get married. 
Instead of promoting peace between the two tribes, this bond 
intensifies the conflict and takes many victims from the people of 
Yamut and Goklan, and Galan and Solmaz are also among the 
victims. Years later, the grandson of Galan and Solmaz, Allni, 
after much quarreling with the Sahra people, finally convinces 
them to go to the city to study medicine. His efforts encourage the 
various tribes of the Turkmen Sahra to put aside their old hatred 
after years of conflict and unite with each other. Afterward, Allni 
meets a girl named Maral and with her help, launches the Sahra 
People’s Unity Party. They aim to counter the exploitation of the 
central government and to prevent the confiscation of the lands of 
the Turkmen Sahra people. The couple’s political efforts fade out 
after the coup d’état of August 19, 1953, and they have to leave 
for Europe. However, they return to Iran about six years later and 
teach students as university professors. Their son, Arta, is now 
a young man and is engaged in political activities. However, he 
and his parents fall victim to their political struggles, and each is 
defeated by the government differently.

Zero Degree Orbit (3 vols.)
By: Ahmad Mahmoud
The novel Zero Degree Orbit contains 
most of the familiar features of Ahmad 
Mahmoud’s long novels. Elements such as 
the length of the story and the significant 
number of characters introduced in it are 
among the features that in addition to The 
Neighbors and The Story of a City, are 

salient in the Zero Degree Orbit as well. In terms 
of the date of the story, the Zero Degree Orbit is 
a continuation of the two aforementioned novels 
and narrates the 1970s’ events. However, like 

Mahmoud’s previous works, this novel also refers to the past 
depending on the context to retell some of the events of the 
the1950s and 1960s, especially the events related to the coup 
d’état of August 19.
In Zero Degree Orbit, unlike The Neighbors and The Story of a 
City, there is no trace of Khalid character, and a teenage boy 
named Baran is the main character in the story. However, he 
mostly plays the role of an observer and is a patsy to include 
various characters in the story. Some of these characters do not 
play much of a role in advancing the events of the story, but most 
of them have unique characteristics and are significantly different 
from other characters. In fact, the variety of characters is one of the 
factors that to some extent prevent the monotony of the story. This 
diversity is noticeable in the gender of the characters, in their mood 
and behavior, and also in the social class to which they belong.
Synopsis: The life of a 16-year-old teenage boy named Baran 
Norouzi undergoes drastic changes and he experiences many 
incidents after losing his older brother Baban, nicknamed Babu. 
Baban falls prey to a shark in the city of Ahvaz under the Karun 
Bridge and dies tragically. After his death, Baran is forced to 
drop out of school and go to work as an apprentice under Yaroli 
to learn how to become a barber. Baran’s father, Nowruz, a 
Mossadegh aficionado, was killed in a rally years ago and after 
Baban’s death, their house has no other breadwinner. Baran’s 
other brother, Borzo, works as a driver for a man named 
Engineer Delavar and lives in the janitor room of his house. 
After Baban’s death, he shows up to sort out the situation of 
his father’s house. Borzoo, who is a petty thief and sometimes 
steals valuable items from the house, rents out Baban’s room 
to Kal Bashir and Bibi Hakimeh. The elderly couple has two 
young daughters, Manijeh and Maedeh, who both work in 
factories. Manijeh’s fiancé, Namdar, is a political prisoner and 
is occasionally arrested by SAVAK. Baran eventually falls for 
Maedeh and looks for a way to get his act together. After a 
while, Yaroli expels him from the barbershop, and with the 
encouragement of his sister, Belqeys, he launches his own 
independent business. Away from the eyes of her husband, 
Nozar, a paranoid and opportunistic man, Belqeys sells her gold 
bracelet and gives the money to Baran. Baran buys barbershop 
items with the money and works as a mobile barber to push 
Yaroli out of business. However, he does not succeed and his 
equipment is stolen several times by thieves, and also the cops 
ask him for a bribe. After going through various adventures, 
Baran returns to the barbershop at Yaroli’s suggestion. Yaroli is 
earning a living by working with drug pushers and despite Baran, 
he accumulates more wealth by the day. Sometime later, Baran 
is arrested by the Intelligence Bureau on charges of collaborating 
with the gang Claw of Revenge. However, he was not a member 
of this gang, but his friends had launched the gang and operated 
under it. They aimed to rebuke the non-native residents of 
Ahwaz to leave the city because they seized all job opportunities 
and the city’s indigenous youth were often unemployed. After 
his release from prison, Baran experiences other events that 
eventually lead to the revolution and the fall of the Shah’s regime.
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The Duology of Wandering(2 Vols.)
By: Simin Daneshvar
   
Although so far The Duology of Wandering 
still lacks the third volume, but it already 
contains detailed references to the pre-
revolutionary period and the first years 
after the revolution. The events of the first 
volume of this duology are restricted to the 

pre-revolutionary period and depict a ten-month, 
adventurous interval that begins in 1974 and ends 
in 1975. In the second volume, the rest of the 
story is narrated up to the victory of the revolution 

and the beginning of the war. Moreover, in the course of the 
story, there are references to the events of previous years, 
especially August 1953. In the midst of these references and 
the characterization style of the people present in the story, the 
author’s intellectual affiliations and political interests can be seen 
quite clearly. For example, Daneshvar is pessimistic about the 
presence of foreign forces in Iran, which she admits originated in 
her childhood after she saw a British officer slapping an Iranian 
man on a street in Shiraz, and here, it is recreated in the Krasley 
character, an American Central Intelligence agent. He exercises 
considerable influence on SAVAK and is considered to be the 
main enemy of Morad and Hasti, and during the story, he is 
particularly concerned to confront them.
Synopsis: Wandering Island: Hasti is a young, idealistic girl 
whose mind is messed up. Her father, a staunch supporter of 
Mohammad Mossadegh, was caught in the crossfire and killed 
during a demonstration in Mossadegh’s favor during the tense 
days of the 1950s. Unlike her husband and daughter, Hasti’s 
mother, Eshrat, is not an idealist and avoids politics and just 
digs bar hopping and carnal pleasures. Shortly after the death 
of her husband, she marries someone with completely different 
and conflicting beliefs. Her new husband, Ahmad Ganjvar, is 
an americanophile and serves them as a gofer. Eshrat insists 
on marrying his daughter to a wealthy and educated young man 
named Salim, who comes from a religious family. However, in 
her heart, Hasti has a crush on her rebellious classmate, Morad. 
Morad is known as a young man interested in politics who is 
focused on fighting the Pahlavi regime. Eventually, due to Morad 
being immersed in politics and his guerrilla warfare attitude 
and indifference to marital life, Hasti is attracted to Salim and 
concludes a covenant of love with him.

The Lady’s End Game
By: Belqeys Soleimani
   
The novel The Lady’s End Game is about 
the tense atmosphere of the early years 
after the Islamic Revolution and while she 
describes that setting, she makes some 
points that have not been paid much 
attention by the like-minded writers, that 

is, the authors who are called the artists of the 
revolution. As much as possible, the author has 
alluded to some of the extremism that took place 
in those years. Events such as some personal 

retributions through political labeling, the confiscation of rivals’ 
property under the pretext of their political orientation, and the 
personal abuse by the nouveau riche due to developments 
resulting from the change of regime and a shift in the balance 
of power, are among the events that took place in those years 
in some parts of Iran, especially small or remote areas of the 
country. This novel discusses those incidents as much as 
possible, albeit briefly.
Soleimani won the Mehregan Literary Award in 2006 for writing 
this novel. In the same year and for the same novel, she also 
received the award for the best novel in the special section of the 
Isfahan Literary Award.
Synopsis: Amir and Akhtar Esfandiari were a young brother and 
sister living in Goran Village. They were executed for political 
reasons shortly after the revolution. There are clashes among the 
villagers after their burial. Their father, Azizollah Beyg, who was 
one of the prominent landowners and lords of the village during 
the Shah’s reign, goes to Bibi Khavar at night and asks her to 
exhume the graves of Amir and Akhtar and bury their bodies in 
another place. Bibi Khavar accepts the request on the condition of 
receiving a small shop and forces her young daughter Golbano, 
who was a friend of Akhtar, to help her in this task. Babi Khavar is 
the midwife and corpse-washer of the village and a gold digger. 
Golbano freaks out in the cemetery and passes out and suffers 
from delusions for a long time afterward. Bibi Khavar sends her 
daughter to stay for a while with Lady Monir, the wife of Golbano’s 
cousin, to get better. When Golbanoo returns home, she finds 
out that her mother has rented out a room to a young man named 
Saeed Zamani and his pregnant wife, Nessa. Nessa had already 
married another man before Saeed and has three children who 
now live with the family of her late husband, etc.
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TUTI Books from Iran is the Winner of 
BOP Bologna Prize Best Children’s 
Publisher of the Year 2021 (Asia)
 
 Tuti Books is among the winners of this year’s best children’s
 publishers in the Bologna Books Fair! After 5 years of activity, TUTI
 Books is determined more than ever to keep creating and publishing
 high-quality content for Children and YA.
 TUTI Books (the division for children and YA at Fatemi Publishing
Co.) based in Tehran, Iran, is solely dedicated to publishing high-
 quality content for children and young adults across the world. TUTI’s
 endeavors in this regard are backed by Iran’s rich history of culture
and literature, which has always had a tremendous amount to offer.

”What a Brilliant Idea!” 
book Selected by the 
Victoria State 
Government for State 
Schools and Libraries
  
 The Victoria State Government of
 Australia has selected “What a Brilliant
 Idea!” (originally published in Persian
 ” written andچه فکر خوبی!under the title “
 illustrated by Narjes Mohammadi, to be
 introduced to children in state schools
 as a part of the non-English curriculum.
 This title, among other Persian titles,
 has been presented to the Victoria State
 Government by Iwan Bookshop, following
the requests of Victoria’s Persian-
speaking community.

Pol Literary Agency is experiencing the 
17th period of its participation in the 
Frankfurt Book Fair
 Pol Literary Agency attends the 37th Frankfurt International Book Fair
intending to present hundreds of top Iranian works.
 Meetings with publishers and literary agencies from different countries,
 the discovery of new publications around the world to purchase the
 rights and translation and publishing of books in Iran, and marketing for
 the sale of the rights of valuable Iranian works, are some of the plans of
this agency in Frankfurt Book Fair.
 Please check out our Rights Guide on the Frankfurt Book Fair website
or visit www.pol-ir.ir.
 All esteemed colleagues, including publishers and literary agencies
 participating in this international event, are invited to arrange
appointments and discuss potential cooperation opportunities.
 Contact person: DR. Majid
polliteraryagency@gmail.com
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Grant Programme of the I. R. Iran supports the overseas publication of 10 
Iranian book titles 
  
 In an interview with IBNA (Iran Book News Agency), Ali Fereydoni, Director General of the Department of Cultural
 Associations and Organizations of the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, stated the latest approvals of the Grant
 secretariat: Grant secretariat of the Deputy Minister of Cultural Affairs of the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance
supports ten book titles by five Iranian publishers for publication in Turkey, Macedonia, Egypt, and Azerbaijan.
 He added that in the new resolution of the Grant secretariat (affiliated to the Deputy Minister of
 Cultural Affairs of the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance of
 Iran), the following book titles were approved for translation and
 publication in Istanbul Turkish by Mosimler & Onsuz Publications
in Turkey:
 The Wishes of a Donkey and the Story of the Status Quo,
 Peydayesh publ.
Ms. Poet, Mr. Beethoven, Peydayesh publ.
White Crow, Anapol publ.
 The Secret of the Red Jewel by Hamid Hessam, and
Neither Marine Nor Terrestrial by Ali Moazeni, Surah Mehr publ.
 Fereydoni went on to say that some other new approvals of this
 secretariat include: supporting the translation and publication of
 the books Padi Workshop in the Oak Forest by Noushin Shabani,
 published by Michka Publications, for translation and publication
 in Macedonia by Pozart Publications; the book Paradise is the
 Name of a Nearby Planet by Aida Musapour, published by Rey
 Publications, for translation and publication in Azerbaijan by Qanun
 Publications; the book Vertical Cemetery (3 volumes) by Hamid
 Reza Shahabadi, published by Ofogh Publications, for translation and publication in Egypt
 by Kotopia Publications; and translation and publication of the book Shahnameh Stories
(5 volumes) in Egypt by Ibn Rushd Publications.
 He added that the copyright agreements of all these books have been signed between Pol
Literary Agency and overseas publishers.
 For more information on the Grant Programme of the I. R. Iran and to view the invitation to
participle in Grant Programme, please check out https://majame.farhang.gov.ir/.

Participation of Pol Literary & Translation Agency in the Ukrainian 
Literature Program
 Pol Literary & Translation Agency attended the Ukrainian Literature Program 2021 to discuss and negotiate with 24
publishing houses from Ukraine.
 The program was held internationally with the participation of 33
 publishers from Ukraine and 34 publishers and literary agencies
 from other countries on July 5 - 7.
 Pol Literary Agency succeeded in participating in this program as
 it explained the capacities and capabilities of the Iranian publishing
 market to Ukrainian publishers and also introduced more than 200
 titles of top Iranian works to encourage Ukrainian publishers to
translate and publish them in Ukraine through copyright exchanges.
 As a result of interaction and cooperation with Ukrainian publishers,
 Pol Literary & Translation Agency has successfully transferred the
copyright of four Iranian books to Ukrainian publishers last year.
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Pol Literary & Translation Agency 
attended the Spain Fellowship Program
 
 Pol Literary & Translation Agency was invited to participate in the
 Spain Fellowship program at the invitation of the Spain Book Institute
(Catalan).
 This period of fellowship program was be held from September 13 to
 17 with the participation of 17 publishers and literary agencies from
 Spain and 13 publishers and literary agencies from Iran, Germany,
Italy, Brazil, Algeria, and Lebanon.
 Pol Literary Agency has previously participated in fellowship programs in Istanbul, Sharjah, Eurasia, and Ukraine, and has
 plans to introduce and sell the copyrights of more than 50 Iranian novels and 70 book titles for children and adolescents
age group in the Spanish Fellowship Program this year.

The unveiling event for the 
Arabic, French, and Istanbul 
Turkish translation of the book 
Much Ado for Nothing 
 The unveiling event for the Arabic, French, and
 Istanbul Turkish translation of the book Much Ado for
Nothing was held in Iran.
 The book Much Ado for Nothing is written by
 Mohammad Ali Movahed in 204 pages and published
 by Karnameh Publications in 2014. The main subject
 of this very valuable book is the Persian Gulf and
 especially about the Lesser Tonb Island, in which
 the author deals with the history of the Persian Gulf
 and the related international treaties between Iran
 and Britain. In this book, Mohammad Ali Movahed
 has strived to set up the ground for resolving
 misunderstandings and resentments between the two
 parties, away from claptrap, militancy, and commotion.
 By examining the historical background of the Persian

 Gulf in the international
 treaties between Iran and
 Britain, and by presenting
 India and Britain's
 top-secret documents,
 and also by carefully
 examining the documents
 and the details of the
 negotiations from a legal
 perspective, he considers
 the claims made by the
 sheikhs baseless and
exaggerated.

Participation of Pol Literary Agency in 
Sharjah Book Fair
 Pol Literary Agency will participate in the Sharjah International
 Book Fair (SIBF) - Publishers Conference 2021, to introduce
 Iranian works in Arab publishing markets, as well as to meet and
negotiate with publishers and literary agencies at the fair.
 The conference will be held from October 31 to November 3,
2021, at the Sharjah Book Fair location.
 All esteemed colleagues, including publishers and literary
 agencies participating in this international event, are invited
 to arrange appointments and discuss potential cooperation
opportunities.
 Contact person: DR. Majid
polliteraryagency@gmail.com
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info@shahrestanadab.comhttps://shahrestanad-
ab.com/book

 Shahrestan-Adab
Pubs

Children and young adults-
-Fiction

Freidoon
mehrabghalam@yahoo.com

www.mehrab-e-gha-
lam.ir

Mehrab-e Ghalam 
Pubs.

Academic-human stud-
ies-Islamic Studies

Mrs. Ehsani
int@samt.ac.irhttp://samt.ac.ir/enSamt Pubs.

Children and young adultsNader Ghadyani
info@ghadyani.org

https://www.ghadyani.
/orgGadyani Pubs.

FictionMrs. Hashemiyan
cheshmeh.pr@gmail.com

http://www.cheshmeh.
irCheshmeh Pubs.

FictionMajid Jafari
anapolpress1398@gmail.comwww.anapolpress.irAna Pol Press

Fiction(War fiction-biog-
 raphy-Memory)-Children

and Young adults

Narimani
info@navideshahed.com

www.navideshahed.
com

Navide Shahed Publi-
cation House

Fiction(War fiction-biog-
 raphy-Memory)-Children

and Young adults

Shirvani
sooremehr@gmail.comwww.sooremehr.irSoore-ye Mehr Pub-

lishing House

Program:Non-Fiction 
(Religiouse)

Abbasnejhad eqrg1391@gmail.
comwww.eqrg.ir Quranic Research

Foundation Press
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(Non-fiction(LawAbbass Husseini
majdlaw@yahoo.com

www.majdlaw.ir Majd Publication
Institute

Children and young adultsSamin Nabipour  sameen.nb@
gmail.comwww.ofoqco.com Ofoq Publishing

House

Children and Young adultsAmir Salehi Talghani amirsalehi-
taleghani@gmail.comwww.nahlbooks.ir Nahl Publication

House

(Fiction(Literary-PoemReza Hajiabadi
nashr_1000@yahoo.comwww.nashrehezare.ir Hezarehe Ghoghnoos

Publication House

 Non-fiction( Traditional
(herbs and medicine

Hussein Abedini info@safiarde-
hal.irwww.safirardehal.irSafir Ardehal Pubs.

(Non-fiction(art books
Fictionabanbook.pub@gmail.comwww.abanbooks.comAban Pubs.

All Subjectinfo@amirkabir.netwww.amirkabir.netAmir Kabir Publish-
  ings

Children and Young adultsSafa Amiri
nashrburaq@gmail.comwww.buraq.irBuraq Publications

Children and Young adultsMaryam Jadali naghmeh.no-
andish@gmail.comwww.nna.ir Naghmeh NoAndish

Publication

Children and Young adultsAlireza Sobhaninasab
jamalnashr@yahoo.comwww.jamalnashr.comJamal Pubs.

Children and Young adultszanboor.pub@gmail.comwww.zanboorpub.comZanboor Pubs

Children and Young adultsAboozar Nasr
info@portagaalpub.comwww.porteghaal.comPortaghal Pubs.
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Children and Young adultsMohammadToosi
sazokar.pub@gmail.comwww.sazokarbooks.irSaz o Kar Pubs.

Children and Young adultsKarrubi
info@entesharat.comwww.entesharat.comNardoban Pubs

Fiction
Non-fictionFariborz Raiisdana www.negahpub.comNegah Pubs.

Children and Young adultsMohsen Ta’eb
info@peydayeshpublication.ir www.peydayesh.comPeydayesh Pubs.

Children and Young adultsFakhrzadeh
#/http://www.michkapub.comwww.michkapub.comMobtakeran(Michka) 

Pubs.

Children and Young adults
Fiction

Hamidreza Shahabadi
info@madresehpub.irwww.madresehpub.irMadresse Pubs.

FictionShojaee
info@neyestanbook.com

www.neyestanbook.
comNeyestan Pubs.

FictionMohammadi
ketabkoochehpub@gmail.comwww.ketabekooche.irKoocheh Pubs.

FictionHamid Noorshamsi
tadaeepub@gmail.comwww.tadpub.irTadaee Pubs

FictionYusef Alikhani
aamout@gmail.comwww.aamout.comAmoot Pubs.

(Non-fiction(religious

Javadi

nashresra@gmail.comwww.nashresra.irAsra Pubs.

 Non-fiction(Iranian
(Studies

Khoshnevis
info@daftarpazhooheshhayefar-

hangi.ir

www.Iranculturals-
tudies.comCultural Bureau Pubs.

programContact PersonsitecompanyLogo
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Fictioninfo@roozbahan.comwww.roozbahan.comRoozbehan Pubs.

Non-fiction
(Muisic)

Moosavi
info@mahoor.comwww.mahoor.comMahoor Pubs. 

FictionAghaee
production@behnegarpub.com

www.behnegar-pub.
comBehnegar Pubs.

Fiction
Children and Young adults

Neda Abed
info@noazemapubs.com

www.noazemapubs.
comNoazema Pubs.

FictionNahid Abghari
nahid.abghari@gmail.comwww.bangeney.irBang-e Nei Pubs.

Non-fiction
Children and Young adults

Khajenoori
info@asaresabzpub.irwww.asaresabzpub.irAsar-e Sabz Pubz.

Children and Young adultsketabejamkaran@gmail.comwww.ketabejamkaran.irJamkaran Pubs.

(Non-fiction(religiouskhadem_alreza@yahoo.comwww.khademolreza.
comKhademalreza Pubs.

Fictioninfo@ahdemana.irwww.ahdemana.ir.A’hd-e Mana Pubs

Fictionchap@riraketab.comwww.riraketab.comRira Pubs.

FictionReza Nekoonam
info@vidabook.irwww.vidabookstore.irVida Pubs.

programContact PersonsitecompanyLogo
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Children and Young adultsJasbi
Info@payambooks.comwww.payambooks.comPayam-e Azadi Pubs.

Fiction
Non-fiction

Bowlatabadi
n.taban.pub@gmail.comwww.negartaban.irNegar-e Taban Pubs.

Fiction
Non-fiction

Noroozi
entesharate.noruzi@gmail.com

www.entesha-
rate-noruzi.comNoroozi Pubs.

FictionFaraji
faraji51@gmail.comKhazeh Pubs.

 Non-fiction(Iranian
(Studies

Bakhtyari
info@Iran-shenasi.comwww.Iran-shenasi.comIranshenasi Pubs

programContact PersonsitecompanyLogo
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Author: Mansour Alimoradi
Publisher: Timazh Pubs.
Subject:Fiction (novel)
Year of Publishing:2020
No. of Pages:224
Size:14×21
ISBN: 978-6003675001
-Winner of the 13th edition of the Jalal Al-Ahmad Literary 
Award(2020)
- Winner of the 10th edition of the Haft Eghlim 
award(2020)

About the book:
In Midday Incantations we have a character named 
Bahman Mohseni who is a resident of the city of Tehran 
and has a Ph.D. in History. He is going to write his thesis 
on Saffarids. He has a wife named Parisa. He suddenly 
gives up everything and hits the heart of the desert, just 
like I did. Bahman goes to the Lut Desert and wanders 
in the desert. He is looking for a village called Malek 
Mohammad, but when he asks the people, they tell 
him that there is no such village. Bahman arrives in this 
village after a lot of effort; a village where three families 
live and have no connection with the outside world from 
a thousand years ago till now and their connection is 
completely cut off. Malek Mohammad is a mythical 
location and the events that take place in that village are 
completely mythical.
The book is a brilliant work narrated in the storytelling 
style that describes the differences in the intellectual world 
of a young couple. A difference that seems to cause 
distancing and eventually “divorce”. Midday Incantations 
is a story of two intertwined narratives; one is the story 
of the main character’s journey to the magical Lut 
Desert, and the other is the loving life between him and 
a theater actress in Tehran. The part of the book Midday 
Incantations that is about his trip to the desert is an 
enchanting story that takes the reader to the heart of this 
amazing dessert and creates an experience for the reader 
as if he/she had been on that trip and has touched the 
miracle of the Lut Desert closely.
Five languages are mentioned in this novel; from slang 
and archaic to the dialect of Mesopotamian texts, and 
this is apart from the tones of the characters, each 
of which has its dialect. The story of the book is told 
unpretentiously and sincerely.
Midday Incantations acquaints the reader with the sweet 
language and brilliant storytelling of Mansour Alimoradi 

and is one of the rare contemporary works that make the 
reader hopeful and interested in contemporary fiction.

About the Author:
Mansour Alimoradi, writer, poet, author, and researcher 
of authentic Iranian culture, was interested in Persian 
language and literature from his adolescence years 
and began his literary career at that time. In addition to 
writing stories and composing poetry, he has done a 
lot of research in the field of indigenous culture. He is a 
storyteller by nature and with his astonishing language, he 
wraps the narrative around you to get it under your skin in 
such a way that one cannot easily forget the context of the 
narrative and the world of his novel.

Some of his works are as follows:
 - Shrogmah*
- The Beauty of Halil*
- The Dark Moon Novel*
- Sandwich for Heydar Nematzadeh
- Night of the Ignorant
- The Man from Rudbar and the Merchant’s Daughter*
He is one of the authors who has judged various works in 
many festivals and has won numerous awards in the field 
of literature.

Midday Incantations

Iranian Awarded BooksIranian Awarded Books BOOKS
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CountryPublisherLicensorWork-Author

GermanyTredsiun Pubs.Samt Pubs.
The History of Islam

By: Asghar Montazolghaim

SwedenRhyton Publications
Ofoq Pubs.

?Who knows Mr. Pink
By: Mojgan Kalhor SyriaDar al-Kiwan Pubs.

LebanonDar Maaref AlhikmiahNeystan Pubs.
Namira

By: Sadegh Karmiar

ItalyEdizioni Ca’ FoscariMo’in Pubs.
Khomre

By: Hushang Moradi Kermani

ItalyPonte33 Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
Father’s Lessons

By: Mohammad Tolouei

LebanonDar Alhadarah Al - IslamiyaNoj Pubs.
Red Snow

By: Seyed Hossein Mortazavi Kiasari

TurkeyMuhenna Pubs.Cheshmeh Pubs.
Haras

 By: Nasim Marashi

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs.Hoopa Pubs.
In the middle of the dark corridor

 By: Mehdi Rajabi

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs.Hoopa Pubs.
The Onion’s Legend

By:Fatemeh Zahra (Narsis) Emami

EgyptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyKanoon Pubs.
Before Packing the Suitcase

By: Minoa Karimzadeh

EgyptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyKanoon Pubs.
 A Ladder to Heaven

By: Yusuf Qawjaq

EgyptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyKanoon Pubs.
Call Me Ziba

 By:Farhad Hassanzadeh

UKCandle & Fog Pubs.Cheshmeh Pubs.
DO NOT CHANGE YOUR NAME ANYMORE

By: Majid Gheisari

UKCandle & Fog Pubs.Cheshmeh Pubs.o` cLock Argentina Square 8
 By: Mohammad Keshavarz

TurkeyDamavand Pubs.Peydayesh Pubs.Pieces 40
   By: Jamaledin Akrami

Some Iranian titles translated and released in the Some Iranian titles translated and released in the 
world through right transactionworld through right transaction

((2121--20202020))
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TurkeyDamavand Pubs.Kanoon Pubs.
Pariyane haye Lia Sand Maris

By: Tahereh Eybod

TurkeyDamavand Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
The King of Garbage Finders

 By: Mehdi Mirkiyaie

Sweden Rhyton PublicationsNazar Pubs.
Iranian Feasts

By: R. Tazhibi, N. Rabbani

Valentina Pubs.Kanoon Pubs.
The Parrot and the Merchant

By: Mohammad Mirkiyani

UKRioschie Pubs.Hila Pubs.
 In the attic rooms
By: Tahereh Alavi

UKCandle & Fog Pubs.Mo’in Pubs.
The Date Palm

By: Houshang Moradi Kermani

UKCandle & Fog Pubs.Mo’in Pubs.
You’re No Stranger Here

By: Houshang Moradi Kermani

UKCandle & Fog Pubs.Mo’in Pubs.SWEET JAM
By: Houshang Moradi Kermani

UK
Rioschie Pubs.

Cheshmeh Pubs.
The days I have not lived

By: Leyla Qasemi

UK
Rioschie Pubs.

Alborz Pubs.
Drunken Morning

By:Fataneh Haj Seyyed jawadi

EygptMevsimler Pubs.Peydayesh Pubs.
The Story of  Situation and Wishes of an Ass 

By: Mozhgan Babamarandi

SerbiaAtopia Pubs.
Shahrestan-e Adab Pubs.Booklessness

By:Mohammadreza Sharafi Khaboushan
UkraineAneta Pubs.

EygptKotopia Pubs.
Ana Pol Pubs.

The White Crow 
By: Fariba Jahandideh 

Turkey Zengin Pubs.

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs.Peydayesh Pubs.
Lady Poetess and Mr. Beethoven

By: Mozhgan Babamarandi

TurkeyUnsoz Pubs.Soore Mehr Pubs.
The secret of the Red Gemstone

By: Hamid Hesam

CountryPublisherLicensorWork-Author
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EygptIbn Roshd Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
Shahnameh’s Series of Stories(5 Vols.) 

Adapted by Atoosa Salehi

EygptIbn Roshd Pubs.

Rira Pubs.
Paradise is the Name of a Nearby Planet

By: Aida Musapour
AzerbaijanQanoon Pubs.

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyKoche Pubs.
No One Is Home

By: Group of Authors

MacedoniaPozart Pubs.Michka Pubs.
Detective Poddy in Oak Forest

By: Nooshin Shabani  

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyNahl Pubs.
Inn

By: Sadegh Sarouy

TurkeyUnsoz Pubs.Soore Mehr Pubs.
No Water, No Soil
By: Ali Mo’azeni

TurkeyNar Pubs.Mehrab-e Ghalam Pubs.
Tunneling Race

By: Claire Joubert

AzerbaijanQanoon Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
The Deceased of the Green Garden 

By: MohammadReza Bayrami

TurkeyZengin Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
Rouzbeh’s Migratory

By: Atousa Salehi

TurkeyZengin Pubs.Kanoon Pubs.
Buds on the Carpet

By: Ibrahim Hassanbeigi

TurkeyYeni Insan Pubs.Soore Mehr Pubs.
 Daughter of Shina

By: Behnaz Zarrabizadeh

TurkeyUnsoz Pubs.Asra Pubs.
Mafatih Al-Hayat
By: Javadi Amoli

TurkeyYeni Insan Pubs.Shahrestan-e Adab Pubs.
The Russian Songs

By: Ahmad Modghagh

CroatiaShura Pubs.Sharestan-e Adab Pubs.
Romance, the Vincent Van Gogh’s Style

By: Mohammadreza Sharafi Khaboushan 

CroatiaShura Pubs.Shahrestan-e Adab Pubs.
Leiliye Azar

By: Azam Saadtmand

EygptIbn Roshd Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
Bardia and the Goolakhes

By: Mehdi Rajabi
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GeorgiaSandro Pubs.Ghadyani Pubs.
Wolves do not Fear the Snow
By: MohammadReza Bayrami

EygptKotopia Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
Gate of the Dead Trilogy
By: Hamidreza Shahabadi

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyMadresse Pubs.
Persian-Arabic Dictionary

By: Adel Ashkboos

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyAmoot Pubs.Bloody-colored Orange
By: Pavane Saravani

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyOfoq Pubs.
Goethe Street Café

By: Hamid Reza Shahabadi

EygptIbn Roshd Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
Meeting the Vampire

By: Siamak Golshiri

EygptIbn Roshd Pubs.Bange Ney Pubs.
The Stories in Rumi 
By: Nahid Abqhari

EygptIbn Roshd Pubs.Madresse Pubs.

Muhammad
(Prophet of Faith and Generous Forgiveness)

By: Ibrahim Hassan Beygi

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyNeyestan Pubs.Circles 
By: Hamid Nourshamsi

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyOfoq Pubs.
Dilmaaj (The Interpreter)
By:hamidreza shahabadi

KazakhstanFiloant Pubs.Kanoon Pubs.
Rostam and Esfandiar
By: Marjan Fuladvand

KazakhstanFiloant Pubs.Amin Pubs.
One Crow –Forty Crow (3Vols.)

By: Ibrahim Hassan Beigy
 

KazakhstanFiloant Pubs.Sazokar Pubs.
The Stories of Gold Fish(5 Vols.)

By: Ibrahim Hassan Beigy

CountryPublisherLicensorWork-Author
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CountryPublisherLicensorWork-Author

SerbiaAtopia Pubs.Sharestan-e Adab Pubs.
Eternity

By: Mehdi Safari

Serbia.Atopia PubsSharestan-e Adab Pubs.
Mahna’s Appointment Place

By: Mahdi Kaffash 

MacedoniaPozart Pubs.Self-publisher
The Fabel of the Mayor

By: Behrooz Arzhangpour

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs.Neyestan Pubs.
Branches in the wind, Roots in the soil

By: Mostafa Rahmandoost

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs.Neyestan Pubs.
Behind the Window 

By: Seyed Mehdi Shojaei 

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs.Kanoon Pubs.
Koti Koti Stories (3 volumes)

By: Farhad Hassanzadeh

EygptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyKanoon Pubs.
When a sparrow learns a chirp

By: Mohammadreza Yusefi

EgyptEgyptian Cultural AssemblyKanoon Pubs.
Even a minute is enough

By: Atoosa Salehi

TurkeyMahna Pubs.Ghadyani Pubs.
Tan Tan and Sinbad

By: Mohammad Mirkiayee

ArmeniaDarak Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
Man-e Oo

By: Reza Amirkhani

TurkeyMahna Pubs.Hoopa Pubs.
When I was Michelangelo’s neighbor

By: Mohammad Mazrooghi

ArmeniaDarak Pubs.Markaz Pubs.
My Bird

By: Fariba Vafi

ArmeniaDarak Pubs.Markaz Pubs.
Even when we laugh

By: Fariba Vafi

SyriaDar al-Kiwan Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.
I was a deer

By: Ahman Akbarpoor

LebanonDar al-hagayeg Pubs.Fatehan Pubs.
Behind the wave trench
By: Ghasem Yahosseini

PakistanMehrdad InstitueMarkaz Pubs.
Kiss the lovely face of the God

By: Mostapha Mastoor

TurkeyMahna Pubs.Cheshmeh Pubs.
Salto

By: Mehdi Afroozmanesh

TurkeyMahna Pubs.Barke Pubs.
Turquoise Pond

By: Takin Hamzeloo
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TurkeyMahna Pubs.Hoopa Pubs.
When I was a roommate with Da Vinci

By: Mohammad Mazrooghi

ChinaCnpiec Pubs.Kanoon Pubs.
Bird,   little boy,   train

By: Ahmadreza Ahmadi

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs..Neyestan Pubs.
The White was alone

By: Mostafa Rahmandoost

TurkeyMevsimler Pubs.Neyestan Pubs.
This Tarizi, That Tarizi

By: Mostafa Rahmandoost

SwedenRhyton PublicationsOfoq Pubs.
Uncle’s hedgehogs

By: Majid Rasti 

SwedenRhyton PublicationsOfoq Pubs.
Hair weaver sandwich maker

:By Mehdi Rajabi 

Italy
Il Cerchio Pubs.Amirkabir Pubs.

The rise of Islam
By: Mohammadhossein Zarrinkoub

AzerbaijanEbrat Pubs.Soore Mehr Pubs.
When the moonlight disappeared

By: Hamid Hesam

Azerbaijan
Ebrat Pubs.Sarir Pubs.

Water never dies
By: Hamid Hesam

Serbia
Slovbani Glasnic Pubs.Ofoq Pubs.

The dead of the green garden
By : Mohammadreza Bayrami

Lebanon

 

Dar ah-hagayeg Pubs.Tutti Pubs.
Boxer

By: Hassan Moosavi

MacedoniaPozart Pubs.Anna Pol Pubs.
Atra and necklet in the Jinn Area

By: Fakhraddin Hashemi

IndiaSterling Pubs.Self-publisher
A Country Called the World

By: Mahdi Seifi Kebriya

CountryPublisherLicensorWork-Author
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 A Support Plan  
Translation of Persia: TOP

Translation and Publication of Persian Works into Other Languages

Definition of “TOP” Plan 
This plan, in order to encourage the translation and publication of Persian works into other lan-
guages, is to take upon itself some of the costs of translation and publication of books in the target 
language in the form of a support plan, and to encourage international publishers to cooperate in 
translating and publishing Persian works into other languages at both financial and honorary levels 
and introduce and distribute prestigious Persian works in Islamic studies and humanities through-
out the global market.

Addressees of the Plan 
All internationally recognized publishers who are interested in translating and publishing one or 
more works from among the recommended book list made by TOP Plan into any of the languages 
such as English, Arabic, French, Spanish, Urdu, Russian, German, Chinese, etc. can benefit from 
the support provided per this plan.

Plan’s Administrator 
The Center for Organizing Translation and Publication has established a department named ‘Trans-
lation of Persia: TOP’ that decides and supervises support for translation and publication of works.

Extent and Conditions of Support  
The amount of subsidies paid by the center for publishing books in the target language will be 
assessed based on the subject of the book, page numbers, average rate of translation in the target 
language in the destination country, and the evaluation of the department, up to 3000 USD for each 
work.

Note  
Books which are to be published only as e-books, in case they are made available on recognized e-
book websites, will be supported up to 60% of the translation costs and a maximum of 2000 USD. 
In this case, the file of the translated book should be submitted to the Center for Organizing Trans-
lation and Publication.
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Method of Payment  
The payment will be made after signing the contract and approval of Iran’s Cultural or Political Liaison in 
the destination country (based on the regulation included in the contract) and will be remitted through the 
liaisons.
In some cases based on the department’s discretion, the support can occur in the form of buying the 
books in advance.

General Conditions of the Plan  
 1- The Application Form should be completed and submitted in Persian or English.
 2- All international publishers on the condition of having a publication license can apply for the 

support. International publishers who have previous experience of translating and publishing works 
of Iranian origin are given priority. This support is only allotted to publishers that meet the conditions; 
translators cannot apply for it unless they have a contract with a recognized publisher for releasing a 
book.

 3- The books should be chosen from among the ones in the electronic or released list. The propos-
als suggested by publishers for translating and publishing other books will be examined in the TOP 
Department, and in case they are approved, they will also be supported.

 4- The book(s) selected should not have been translated or published previously in the applying 
publisher’s country. The request for re-publishing and re-printing will be processed and considered in 
another department.

 5- Annually, a maximum of 5 titles requested by one particular publisher can be supported.
 6- The copy and ownership rights of the translated works will be considered based on the mutual 

agreement between the publisher in the source language and the applying publisher.

Responsibilities and Commitments of the Applying Publishers  
 1- The applicants should submit their completed form and written request after choosing from 

among the list of the Center.
 2- Priority is given to those applications, the proposed translator of which is among the experts 

trusted by the Center and whose editor(s) are native speakers of the target language.
 3- Applying publishers should submit a list of their latest books together with their resume.
 4- The applicants should submit the CV of the translator and editor who are to work on the 

translation of the work(s).
 5- Those publishers who are to be supported should submit 5 copies of the published book 

which have a valid ISBN and book ID per each 10% support to the Center.
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 6- The publishers who are to be supported should include the phrase “This book has been 
translated and published with the aid of the plan: Translation of Persia: TOP” if requested by the 
Center.

 7- The supported publishers are to translate and publish the book(s) at most 15 months upon 
the receipt of the first aid settlement in the applying country.

 8- The supported publishers are to publish the book(s) in at least 1000 copies with valid ISBN 
and International Book ID.
Note: the regulation for supporting the books published only in soft copies or e-books are set 
out in the note under the title “Extent and Conditions of Support”.

 9- A summary of the author’s biography, together with her/his picture should appear on the 
back cover of the book.

     Registration Documents   
 1- Completed application form certified by the Cultural or Political liaison of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran in that country
  2- Full CV of the recommended translator

 3- A copy of the applying publisher’s license
 4- A copy of the latest list of published books by the applicant
 5- Submitting at least 5 translated pages of the selected book(s)

     Time and Method of Registration  
The TOP Department, at the end of each quarter, assesses the submitted requests. Therefore, 
applicants can visit the Center’s website www.cotp.ir or visit the Cultural liaisons of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran located abroad and complete the application form and submit it together with 
other documents to the Center’s address through mail.

  Contact Details  
P.O. Box: 15815-3516, Tehran, Iran
Phone: +98-21-88153692 & +98-21-88153693
Fax: +98-21-88493823
 www.cotp.ir/info@cotp.ir  
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Literary & Translation Agency

Services and Editorial Developments:
 Publicity of Iranian books through introduction and 

presentation of books in major international book fairs 

and through contacts and negotiation with literary 

agencies and publishers throughout the world.

 Handling the rights of more than 60 Iranian 

authors and publishers' titles to sell their rights.

 Representing the rights of many publishers from 

the different countries to buy their Persian Language 

right to the Iranian publishers. 

 Translation and editing books from Persian 

(Farsi) into other languages and vice versa.

 Co-publishing and co-editions books with 

publishers in other countries.

 Main Programs
 Children books: Chapter books, Picture books,

 Young Adults: Novels, short stories,

 Fiction: Literary, popular fiction, war, historical, 

short stories,

 Non-fiction: Memoirs, narrative, science, cultural 

affairs, biographies, diaries, religious,

 Awarded books,

 

Founded in 2005, POL is a full-service agent 
that translates Iranian books and represents 
Persian language publishers, authors, and 
illustrators across the world. POL Try to 
make publicity of Iranian books through 
the introduction and presentation in major 
international cultural events such as book fairs 
to sell their rights as well as identifying and 
introducing useful books from other countries 
to translate and publish in Iran. 
At present POL handles the rights of more than 
60 Iranian authors and publishers’ titles to sell 
their rights. As for buying right, we present the 
rights of many publishers from the different 
countries to buy their Persian Language right to 
Iranian publishers. 

Pol Literary & Translation Agency
Contact Person: Majid  
polliteraryagency@gmail.com

 POL Publishes and distributes the quarterly titled 
“PUBLISHING IN Iran MAGAZINE” to report on 
the operation and development of the Iranian book 
market and publishing industry every season.

Iran
 Unit.8, No.80, Inghlab Squ., Tehran-Iran,

Tel:+98 21 66480369-66478558-66907693
 Fax: +98 21 66480369

Turkey 

Unit.4,No.6,TaskendStr.,Levent,Istanbul- Turkey

Tel:+9054488039558

www.pol-ir.ir                      polliteraryagency@gmail.com


